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BRIEF FOR APPELLANTS.

STATEMENT REGARDING JURISDICTION.

The District Court had jurisdiction of this case under
section 1332 (a) (3) of Title 28 of the United States Code,
62 Stat. 930, because the case is a civil action where the
matter in controversy exceeds the sum of $3,000, exclusive
of interest and costs, and is between citizens of different
States with a citizen of a foreign state as an additional
party.

The complaint alleges (R. 3), the answers of both de-
fendants admit (R. 14, 19), and the District Court has



found (R. 38), that the appellee, plaintiff below, is a

Montana corporation, that the appellants, defendants

below, are incorporated in Canada and in Illinois respec-

tively, and that the matter in controversy, exclusive of

interest and costs, exceeds $3,000. The complaint as

amended demands judgment for $19,580.47 with interest

and costs (R. 13).

On November 13, 1951, the District Court entered a final

money judgment in favor of the plaintiff and against the

defendants (R. 51, 52). On December 10, 1951, the de-

fendants filed with the Clerk of the District Court a notice

of appeal and a supersedeas bond which the District Court

had approved on the same day (R. 53-57). On January

14, 1952, the record on appeal was filed and the appeal was

docketed in this Court (R. 353).

This Court has jurisdiction to review the judgment of

the District Court by virtue of section 1291 of Title 28 of

the United States Code, 62 Stat. 929. The appeal has been

perfected in accordance with section 2107 of Title 28 of the

United States Code as amended (62 Stat. 963; 63 Stat.

104, 105) and Rule 73 of the Rules of Civil Procedure for

the United States District Courts as amended (Fed. Rules

Civ. Proc, rule 73, 28 U. S. C. A.).



STATEMENT OF THE CASE.

This case is an action for property damage caused by a

fire at the Government power house at Fork Peck, Mon-
tana, on July 16, 1947. The parties are all contractors

who were engaged in construction work at Fork Peck at

the time of the fire. The appellee, McLaughlin Construc-

tion Company, was building an addition to the power house

under a contract with the United States. The appellant,

Fegles Construction Company, Limited, had a separate con-

tract with the United States which covered, among other

things, the installation of three steel surge tanks ^bove
the power house, but the work of building these tanks had
been sublet entirely to the other appellant, Chicago Bridge

& Iron Company (E. 39, 95). The appellee, plaintiff below,

claims that the fire was caused by one or more heated
rivets negligently dropped by employees of Chicago Bridge
& Iron Company upon wooden forms which the appellee had
prepared to receive concrete (R. 8-11, 68). The appel-

lants, defendants below, contend that the appellee failed to

prove the cause of the fire so that the evidence leaves the

cause wholly conjectural (R. 70, 296). For convenience
we frequently refer to the appellee as ''McLaughlin'' and
to the appellants as ''Fegles'' and "Chicago Bridge" re-

spectively.

The case was tried by the District Court without a jury
(R. 67). The District Court found that the fire was caused
by the negligence of the appellants without distinguishing
between them (R. 42-45). On these findings there was a
judgment for the appellee for $11,936.81, together with
six per cent interest from the date of the fire, and for
costs (R. 51, 52). From this judgment the present appeal
has been taken.



The basic question in the case is the cause of the fire

whereby the property of the appellee was damaged. The

facts on which that question must be decided are not in

dispute. Unfortunately, however, a summary of the evi-

dentiary background is a necessary preliminary to argu-

ment regarding permissible inferences from the admitted

facts.

The addition which McLaughlin was building was called

a porch (R. 115). It was to be a reinforced concrete

structure extending along the upstream or easterly face

of the power house (R. 87, 88). By the day of the fire

the porch had reached a point known as elevation 2111

above sea level (R. 76), or about 41 feet above the ground

level (R. 83), and there a concrete floor had been poured

(R. 88). The next floor, which would form the roof of the

porch, was to be 17 feet higher at elevation 2128 (R. 88,

89). The only openings from the power house into this

section of the porch were at elevation 2111 but they were

accessible to anyone who might be at that level (R. 88-90,

101, 269, 270, 351).

The three surge tanks were arranged in a triangle above

the power house but only the upstream tank (number 2)

is involved in this case (R. 81). That tank, when com-

pleted, was to be a cylindrical open-top riveted tank about

40 feet in diameter with a bowl-shaped bottom extending

downward into the power house through an opening in

the roof (R. 80, 81, 85, 123). It was to be supported on

structural steel columns attached to an octagonal con-

crete foundation which McLaughlin had previously built

as part of the power house (R. 80-82, 101, 102). The east-

erly wall of this foundation was in effect part of the east-

erly wall of the power house, although it extended some-

what farther east than the remainder of the power house

wall, and the cantilevered concrete haunches of the founda-

tions extended still farther outward into the porch area



where McLaughlin was biiilcling- forms (see exhibit 11, R.

101; cf. exhibits 2 and 3, K 83).

On the day of the fire and for several days previously
the Chicago Bridge riveters were working on the upstream
surge tank (R. 122, 169, 300*). The riveters worked on
scaffolds which circled the tank both inside and outside at

different levels (R. 84, 85, 89, 98, 166, 180). A small seg-
ment of the cylindrical tank shell was immediately above
and slightly to the west of the area where McLaughlin's
men were building their forms, so that for a short dis-

tance each outside scaffold extended about three feet over
McLaughlin's working area (R. 98, 299, 300). The testi-

mony indicates at one point (R. 85) that the Chicago
Bridge riveters worked above and to the east of McLaugh-
lin's men but the floor plan (exhibit 11, R. 101) makes it

clear that the surge tank was west of the porch area. The
riveters worked at different times at various places both
inside and outside the tank (R. 85, 123, 168, 187, 300).

Exhibit 4 (R. 83) is a general view of the power house
taken on the day after the fire. It shows the porch addi-
tion and above it the surge tank on which Chicago Bridge
was working before the fire. Exhibits 2 and 3 (R. 83) also
illustrate a number of the details above set forth. Exhibit
11 (R. 101) is a floor plan of elevation 2111. On this
exhibit the porch area is designated ^^ Storage space for
files" immediately above the letter ^^H" and the openings
which led from the power house to the porch area appear
on either side of the foundation of surge tank No. 2. These
openings are also indicated by the letter ^^X" on exhibit 2
(R. 83, 97).

A riveting gang consisted of four men—the heater, the
sticker, the bucker and the driver (R. 255, 303). ^The
heater would heat the rivets in a 500-pound coal-fired forge

* The fifth question on page 300 erroneously gives the date as JulTiTr"



to temperatures varying from 1950 to 2000 degrees Fah-

renheit so that they would he sufficiently ductile to fill

completely the holes through which they were to be driven

(R. 255, 307, 334). As each rivet was heated, the heater

would pick it out of the forge with tongs and toss it to the

sticker, whose job it was to catch the rivet in a funnel-

shaped can (R. 255). On account of the weight of the

forge, as well as lack of space, the forge could not be

moved around the tank, as was usually done, but was lo-

cated at one side of the tank (R. 252, 302). The sticker

had to walk along a scaffold to a point where he could

catch each rivet and then walk back to the place where the

rivet was to be driven. There he would remove the scale

from the rivet and put it into a hole (R. 302). The bucker

would hold the rivet in place while the driver drove it

with a pneumatic gun (R. 255, 303). Overheated or under-

heated rivets might be returned to the heater, or put into

buckets on the scaffolds, or stuck into a hole to cool (R.

171, 172, 255, 257, 258, 308, 309).

The riveting procedure which Chicago Bridge followed

was regular and usual (R. 307). It is conceded that no

method has been devised to avoid the occasional dropping

of a rivet which has been passed in this way and that such

a rivet will start a fire if it strikes inflammable material

(R. 109, 110, 151, 259). McLaughlin contends, however, that

Chicago Bridge should have taken additional precautions to

prevent hot rivets from falling upon McLaughlin's work

and starting fires (R. 8, 9, 68-70).

It was originally intended that McLaughlin should finish

its work in the porch area before Chicago Bridge began

working on the surge tanks but McLaughlin was behind

schedule (R. 92-94, 112). McLaughlin, Fegles and Chicago

Bridge were all aware of the hazard of fire that was in-

herent in simultaneous operations in the circumstances

above described and they all protested against such opera-



tions (R. 92, 106, 111, 112, 259, 260). Chicago Bridge asked

permission to defer its work on this account and proceeded

only at the insistence of the District Engineer who acted

for the Government (R. 109, 111, 112).

On the day of the fire, McLanghlin had completed the

inside wall forms and the ceiling or roof form, and the

outside wall forms were about half finished (R. 115).

These forms enclosed a box-shaped room measuring about
44 feet by 16 feet which was about 16| feet high from the

concrete floor at elevation 2111 to the ceiling just below
elevation 2128 (R. 101, 115, 123, 274; cf. exhibit 14, R. 132).

Exhibit 13 (R. 132) is a sectional view of this room in

which, although not so indicated, north is at the right and
south at the left. Three double rows of posts, marked
''D" in exhibit 13, extended across the room from west to

east and there were also posts near the wall forms at

either end of the room (R. 117, 118, 199). Each row of

posts was capped by timbers four inches wide which also

extended across the room from west to east (R. 118, 178)
and are marked ^^F^' on exhibit 13 (R. 197). Two by six

or two by eight joists, marked ^'C" on exhibit 13, were
laid edgewise across the caps to support the ceiling form
(R. 118, 119, 197-199). The ceiling form consisted of half-

inch plywood and the wall forms also had a layer of ply-
wood on the inside (R. 116). The ceiling form covered
the entire room (R. 115, 134, 135). It was located just
below the level of the scaffold marked ^^2128'^ which can
be seen on top of the concrete haunches of the surge tank
foundation in exhibit 2 (R. 83, 103). The same level is in-

dicated in exhibit 4 (R. 83) by a scaffold at the base of the
steel portion of the surge tank.

The ceiling form contained three trough-like recesses
intended to receive the concrete for beams which, when
the forms were removed, would extend across the room and
support the concrete ceiling. These recesses are marked
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**H'' on exhibit 13 (R. 119, 132) and will henceforth be

called ^*beam forms.'' The sides and bottoms of the beam

forms were made of half-inch plywood (R. 119, 120).

Where the beam forms crossed the posts the arrangement

of caps and joists was more complicated than the one

above described, as will appear from exhibit 13, but we
believe it is unnecessary to describe these details.

On the day of the fire the inside of each wall form, the

upper side of the ceiling form and the inside of each beam
form had been oiled with inflammable form oil having a

paraffin base to prevent the concrete from sticking to the

forms (R. 116, 120, 159). The top of the ceiling form had

been entirely covered with canvas tarpaulins which were

draped down over the wall forms on each side but were

not sealed (R. 134, 135, 208). The canvas was fire resistant

or **flame-proof but as the event proved it would and

did burn (R. 208). The forms and the room they en-

closed had been thoroughly cleaned and were ready for

concrete to be poured on the following day (R. 133, 134).

The McLaughlin employees who had been building the

forms quit work at 4:30 P. M. on the day of the fire (R.

132). The Chicago Bridge riveting gang worked three

and one-half hours longer and quit at 8:00 P. M. (R. 300,

301). McCloud, the Chicago Bridge superintendent, tes-

tified that on that same afternoon he had seen a stack of

possibly eight or nine rivets lying on a scaffold directly

over McLaughlin's forms, adjacent to one of the columns

of the surge tank, so that the riveters would not step on

them or kick them off the scaffold (R. 308, 309, 335, 336).

McLaughlin's construction superintendent Webb visited

the power house for perhaps fifteen or twenty minutes

about the time the Chicago Bridge men quit work (R.

135, 183, 184). A government inspector named Fillerup

walked past one of the openings leading from the power
house into the form area about 8:20 P. M. (R. 351, 352).



Cornelius Funk, a laborer hired by McLaughlin as a

watchman, was sweeping some steps as high as the floor

level of the form area between about 8 :30 and 8 :45 P. M.
but he testified that he did not enter the form area itself

(R. 266-271). The stairs are shown on exhibit 11 just

above the left-hand letter "^'\ None of these three men
noticed any smoke or flames at the times of their visits

(R. 135, 266, 267, 351). Funk discovered the fire and
caused an alarm to be given about 9:45 P. M. (R. 137, 192,

266, 267). If a hot rivet dropped by a Chicago Bridge
employee started the fire that rivet must have been dropped
some time between 4:30 and 8:00 P. M. (R. 192)—that is to

say, from one hour and three-quarters to five hours and
one-quarter before the fire was discovered.

The fire burned intensely for about forty-five minutes
(R. 170). It was finally extinguished by the joint efforts

of the Fort Peck fire department, the employees of the
parties to this case and other persons (R. 137). Water was
played on the fire from the top and over the sides of the
form area with considerable force (R. 322-324). In the
course of the fire, McLaughlin's wooden forms were
burned, concrete work was injured and other damage was
done (R. 137, 138). The Chicago Bridge scaffolds were
partly burned, so that some of the planks fell into the
space below, and others were tossed there the next morn-
ing (R. 165, 321, 322). After the fire a layer of charred
material and ashes, coarse on top and fine toward the
bottom, covered the concrete floor at elevation 2111 to an
average depth of approximately a foot and many partially
burned timbers were sticking up above the other debris
for six or eight or ten feet (R. 143, 144, 170-173, 219).

On the day after the fire the employees of Chicago Bridge
rebuilt their scaffolds and resumed their riveting opera-
tions (R. 165). The debris was not removed from the porch
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area below until negotiations between McLaughlin and the

Government were completed and McLaughlin was directed

to proceed (R. 143, 144). On July 27, the eleventh day

after the fire, McLaughlin's employees removed the debris

(B. 143). The layer of charred materials and ashes which

rested on the concrete floor, and which had already been

wet down, was further tramped down by the workmen and

was considerably compacted (E. 221). This debris was

carefully removed and seven rivets were found in it (R.

139, 173, 222), but only two of these rivets, known as rivets

*^F'' and ^^G'', are relied on as possible causes of the

fire (R. 32, 33). There is no direct evidence as to whether

rivets '^F" and '^G'' fell before, during or after the fire.

The seven rivets that were found in the debris are in

evidence as plaintiff's exhibits 16A to 16G, both inclusive

(R. 140). Both ordinary and enlarged photographs of

rivets F and G as they were uncovered were also received

as exhibits 17 and 17-A to 20 and 20-A, both inclusive, in

the case of rivet ^^F", and exhibits 21, 21-A, 22 and 22-A

in the case of rivet ^'G" (R. 143-148). Each rivet was

about four inches long and weighed from two to three

pounds (R. 156, 157, 179). Each had a button-shaped head

and a cylindrical bolt about an inch and an eighth in diam-

eter (R. 157).

It was stipulated that rivet *'G" had been heated in a

forge (R. 141). McLaughlin's superintendent Webb testi-

fied that rivet ''F" might or might not have been heated

in a forge but that he believed it had been (R. 142). Al-

though there is no formal finding on this point, the opinion

of the District Court states that the Court found that

rivet ''F" had been heated in a forge (R. 32).

Both rivet ''F" and rivet ''G" were found lying on the

concrete floor at elevation 2111, underneath the debris, at

places marked on exhibits 14 and 15 (R. 132, 148, 149, 222,

223). The markings on exhibit 14 are confusing because
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the letter ^^G'' is used for two different purposes but the

''G'' which is enclosed by parentheses, and with respect

to which distances are indicated, is the one which shows
where rivet ^'G'' was found. Eivet ^'F'^ was lying very
nearly under one of the beam forms, and also very nearly

under a joist, a foot or a little more from the nearest post

(R. 149, 178, 209, 210). Eivet ^'G" was found at some
distance from any of the posts (R. 149, 175, 222, 223). If

these rivets fell before the forms were destroyed by the

fire, they would have had to burn through the half-inch

plywood of the ceiling form, or of one of the beam forms,

as well as through a canvas tarpaulin, and rivet ^^F'^ might
also have had to burn through one of the post caps (R.

175, 176, 178, 191, 192).

Over the objections of the appellants the District Court
received testimony that employees of Chicago Bridge had
on previous occasions dropped rivets upon the area where
McLaughlin's men were working. The substance of this

evidence is set forth as part of the specification of errors,

infra, pages 19-24. Every such instance mentioned in

the record occurred while McLaughlin's employees were
at work. None happened while the Chicago Bridge crew
was working alone (R. 187). It is not claimed that any
rivet dropped while McLaughlin's men were working
caused the fire which damaged McLaughlin's property (R.

32, 33). On the contrary, in every such case it appeared
that no blaze was ignited, or else that shavings or other
loose material were instantaneously ignited, but the blaze
was extinguished and the rivet was recovered by McLaugh-
lin's men (R. 225, 239, 242-245, 250). At the trial, the
District Court reserved its ruling on the objections to this

evidence (R. 131, 152, 154, 234) but the opinion of the
District Court states that the Court admitted and con-
sidered such evidence for certain limited purposes having
to do mainly with the appellants' knowledge of the hazard-
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ous character of the work (R. 36). The appellants contend

that such evidence was unnecessary in view of the stipu-

lated facts and was received for purposes broader than

the authorities permit.

It was proved at the trial that no rules against smoking

were applicable to the employees of McLaughlin or Chi-

cago Bridge and that some of the employees of both com-

panies did smoke (R. 209, 228, 240, 330). One of those

who did smoke was Funk, the man who discovered the fire,

and the last person whom the record shows to have been in

the power house as high as the floor level of the form area

before the alarm was given (R. 266, 267, 269).

The appellee has contended that Fegles was liable for

the alleged negligence of Chicago Bridge because of the

hazardous character of the work of riveting the surge

tanks (R. 68) and the opinion of the District Court adopts

that view (R. 36, 37). The appellants, on the other hand,

deny the applicability of the doctrine thus asserted to the

facts of this case and contend that Chicago Bridge was an

independent contractor for whose conduct Fegles was not

liable (R. 16, 17, 296).

After the District Court made its findings of fact and

conclusions of law, but before any judgment was entered,

the appellee filed a motion for leave to amend its com-

plaint, and also filed consolidated exceptions to the findings

of fact and conclusions of law and a motion for modification

of the conclusions of law, all for the purpose of claiming

interest from the date of the fire on the amount of damages
which the District Court had awarded (R. 47-49). The
District Court granted these motions (R. 49, 50), an

amended complaint was filed (R. 13), and the judgment,

when entered, included the requested allowance of interest

(R. 52). The propriety of that allowance is the final

question on the appeal. No question is before this Court

as to the amount of the damages.
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SPECIFICATION OF ERRORS.

I

»

Note: The words ^^the fire" refer to the fire which caused
the plaintiff's damage unless the context indicates
otherwise.

I. The record leaves the cause of the fire wholly con-

jectural, and since the appellee failed to prove that the

fire was caused by any rivet dropped by any servant or
ag-ent of either appellant, the evidence is insufficient as a
matter of law to support the findings of fact made by the
District Court that the fire and the consequent damage
were caused by a rivet or rivets so dropped and those
findings are all clearly erroneous.

The findings thus challenged appear in paragraph X
of the findings of fact of the District Court (R. 42-45)
as follows:

^/That on July 16, 1947, the defendants were
guilty of actionable negligence in said work of
erecting, setting up and installing said three steel
surge tanks, in that on said day the servants,
agents, and employees of the defendants, in doing
and performing said work, negligently and care~-
lessly permitted red hot rivets to escape and drop
from the place where defendants were erecting,
setting up and installing said three steel surge
tanks, and into and upon the said wood forms,
timbers, scaffolding and lumber of the plaintiff;

that in the operation of so passing, tossing
and catching said red hot rivets as herein set
forth, defendants' said servants, agents and em-
ployees, in a careless, negligent and unskillful
manner so handled said passing, tossing and catch-
mg operations, that many of said red hot rivets
were not caught, and were permitted to and did
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escape and drop as hereinbefore alleged; * * *

that the defendants failed, neglected and omitted

to do and perform their duty in the premises in

that behalf, and carelessly and negligently suf-

fered and permitted red hot rivets to continue to

escape and drop from their said place of opera-

tions and into and upon the said wood forms, tim-

bers, scaffolding and lumber of the plaintiff, and

wholly failed and neglected to handle said passing,

tossing and catching of said red hot rivets in a

careful, skillful, proper and workmanlike manner,

or in any other manner or way, so as to prevent

the dropping and escape of said red hot rivets

from the place of defendants' said operations,

and wholly failed to follow up, reclaim or other-

wise remove from in and about said wood forms,

timbers, scaffolding and lumber all red hot rivets

which had so escaped and dropped from the place

of defendants' said operations; that by reason of

the actionable negligence of the defendants above

named, as herein alleged, red hot rivets were per-

mitted to and did drop and escape from defend-

ants' said place of operations and into and upon

said wood forms, timbers, scaffolding and lumber

of the plaintiff and said wood forms, timbers,

scaffolding and lumber were thereby set on fire

and totally consumed; that the burning of said

wood forms, timber, scaffolding and lumber de-

veloped an intense heat, and by reason thereof,

and in addition to said wood forms, timbers, scaf-

folding and lumber being consumed by fire, as

aforesaid, certain reinforced concrete floors, con-

crete walls and concrete corner haunches in said

Fort Peck Powerhouse were chipped, cracked and
damaged and had to be partially replaced, and all

thereof repaired and reinforced with new con-

crete haunches and thicker concrete walls and
floors; that all of the reinforcing steel in place in

said wood forms was completely destroyed and had
to be replaced with new reinforcing steel;
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and in paragraph XI of said findings (R. 45) as fol-

lows :

''That by reason of the negligence of the de-

fendants, plaintiff suffered damage in the sum of

$11,936.81, which said damages were directly and
approximately caused by the negligent acts and
omissions of the defendants, their agents, servants
and employees as hereinbefore set forth."

II. Each of the following findings of fact made by the

District Court is clearly erroneous, and the evidence is in-

sufficient as a matter of law to support each such finding,

namely

:

1. The findings contained in paragraph VII of said
findings (R. 40) that

''there was available to the defendants a careful
and safe method of handling hot rivets by which
none would or could escape and be dropped or
thrown on to the structures being erected by plain-
tiff

;
that defendants and each of them had knowl-

edge and notice of all of these facts long prior
to July 16, 1947, but said defendants did not avail
themselves of, or make use of, said safe and care-
ful method of handling hot rivets."

2. The findings contained in paragraph X of said
findings (R. 43) that

"it was the duty of the defendants to have handled
said passing, tossing and catching of said red hot
rivets in a careful, skillful, proper and workman-
like manner, so as to prevent, and which would
have prevented, the escape and dropping of said
red hot rivets, or in some other way to have pre-
vented their escape and dropping from the place
of defendants' said work and operations and into
and upon said wood forms, timbers, scaffolding and
lumber of the plaintiff, so that fire would not be
communicated by said red hot rivets to the afore-
said wood forms, timbers, scaffolding and lumber
of the plaintiff; that it was further the duty of the
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defendants to have followed up and reclaimed or

otherwise removed from, in and about said wood
forms, timbers, scaffolding and lumber, all red hot

rivets which had so escaped and dropped so that

fire would not be communicated by said red hot

rivets to the aforesaid wood forms, timbers, scaf-

folding and lumber.''

3. The findings contained in paragraph VII of said

findings (R. 40) that

^*as a result of the method of handling the rivets

as aforesaid many hot rivets were dropped and
thrown from the place where the defendants were
constructing the surge tanks aforesaid to the place

beneath where plaintiff was constructing the struc-

ture aforesaid; that many fires were caused by
the dropping and throwing of the hot rivets as

aforesaid;"

and that

*^ defendants and each of them had knowledge and
notice of all of these facts long prior to July 16,

1947,"

and the similar findings contained in paragraph X of

said findings (R. 43) that

'^the said defendants knew, or by the exercise of

ordinary care should have known, that red hot riv-

ets had been repeatedly dropped and permitted to

escape from their place of operations and into

and upon the wood forms, timbers, scaffolding and
lumber of the plaintiff, and that plaintiff's afore-

said wood forms, timbers, scaffolding and lum-
ber had been repeatedly set on fire by such red hot

rivets."

4. The findings of negligence and breaches of duty

on the part of each appellant and its servants, agents

and employees contained in paragraphs VII and X of

said findings as quoted in point I above, supra, pages

13-15.
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III. The District Court erred in receiving over the ob-
jections of the appellants evidence regarding fires caused
by rivets dropped by an employee or employees of the ap-
pellant Chicago Bridge prior to the occurrence of the fire

which occasioned the appellee's damage and not alleged
to have caused the latter fire.

The opinion of the District Court states that this
evidence was admitted and considered by the Court for
the limited purposes of establishing that

''defendants employed a method of handling riv-
ets which was dangerous, hazardous and negli-
gent

;
that a safe method was available to defend-

ants; that as a result of the method used many
fires of necessity occurred; that defendants had
notice and knowledge of these facts'' (R. 36).

The substance of this evidence and the objections there-
to are stated separately on pages 19-24, infra.

IV. The evidence is insufficient to support the findings
of fact and conclusions of law made by the District Court
that the appellant Fegles is liable for acts and omissions
of the appellant Chicago Bridge, and all such findings are
clearly erroneous, because the appellant Chicago Bridge
was an independent contractor over which the appellant
Fegles neither exercised nor could have exercised such con-
trol as to make the appellant Fegles liable for any such act
or omission.

The findings thus challenged comprise all those quot-
ed in specifications I and II above, supra, pages 13-16,
and also paragraph IX of said findings in so far as it
relates to Fegles (R. 41, 42). The findings themselves
do not distinguish between the appellants as to the
basis of liability but the opinion of the District Court
makes the following statement on this point :

''Defendants' fourth point that the principal
contractor Fegles Construction Company is not
liable for the negligence of the independent con-
tractor Chicago Bridge and Iron Company is not
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well taken—the proof was and defendants admit-

ted that the work performed was dangerous and

hazardous ; that a safe method was available ; that

injury to others was likely unless precautions were

taken; that precautions were not taken. Under

these facts and circumstances defendant Fegles

Construction Company cannot avoid liability
''

(R. 36, 37).

V. The District Court erred in allowing interest on the

damages awarded to the appellee because

—

1. The applicable statute does not authorize the al-

lowance of interest when the amount of damages can

be ascertained only by the decision of a court.

2. The allowance of interest in this case was an

abuse of such discretion, if any, as the applicable stat-

ute allows.

3. The District Court made no finding of fact which

supports the allowance of interest. Only the conclu-

sions of law were amended in this regard (R. 50).

VI. For reasons above stated the District Court erred

in finding generally in favor of the appellee and against

the appellants respectively as set forth in paragraph XIII

of the findings of fact aforesaid and in concluding as a mat-

ter of law that the appellants are respectively liable to the

appellee in any amount whatever as set forth in paragraph

II of the conclusions of law made by the District Court

(R. 46).

VII. For reasons above stated the District Court erred

in directing that judgment be entered in favor of the appel-

lee and against the respective appellants, as set forth in the

final paragraph of the findings of fact and conclusions of

law made by the District Court (R. 46, 47), and in entering

judgment accordingly (R. 51, 52).
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SPECIFICATION OF ERRORS—POINT III.

Statement of the Substance of the Evidence Regarding' the

Dropping of Rivets Not Alleged to Have Caused the Fire

Which Occasioned the Appellee's Damage and the Ob-
jections to Such Evidence.

1. Transcript of record, pages 126 to 131, both inclu-

sive, being part of the testimony of J. A. Webb, construc-
tion superintendent for the appellee:

''Q. I will ask you if, prior to July 16, 1947, there
126 had been occasions when material, waste and hot rivets

had been dropped on your work there from the work
of the Fegles Construction Company and Chicago
Bridge and Iron Company above you!

^^Mr. Erickson: To which the defendants object
as being incompetent, irrelevant and immaterial.

*'* *

I beheve we are going to launch into a series of ques-
tions as to other similar incidents in the past, and the
general rule is you can't establish negligence or es-

127 tabhsh the occurrence of a specific act by proof other
prior acts, because that would result in the endless

129 trial of collateral issues ;
* '^ * I object to any prior

negligence being shown if its purpose is to estabHsh
negligence on the part of Chicago Bridge and Iron as
a result of which this particular fire was started. I
would object to evidence introduced for the purpose
of estabUshing a rivet did actually start a fire. * * *

I am assuming there will be no direct evidence, and I
am assuming this goes to establish circumstances which
wouM allow recovery on circumstantial evidence alone.

130 ^

'
The Court

: Gentlemen, I '11 reserve ruling upon the
matter and permit the question to be answered. * * *

^^Mr. Erickson: I would like to make one further
observation on it. In order for the plaintiff to recover
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of course, the Court understands, as does counsel, that

the amount of negligence in the past has nothing to

do with it. They have to establish there was cause

and effect as a result of the negligence, and that is the

point, of course, we want to be very sure is made
clear.

^'Tlie Court: In other words, you can't guess lia-

bility?

**Mr. Erickson: That's right, and negligence is only

one element, one of the necessary elements to recover.

There are a series of cases, which I will present to the

131 Court, digested in A. L. E. where attempts have been

made to show that a particular locomotive has started

fires in the past. The Courts have held that the tes-

timony is not admissible for the purpose of establish-

ing negligence in the particular case, or that the par-

ticular fire was started. The only thing it was ad-

missible for was to show a dangerous instrumentality

and that a locomotive could start a fire.

*'The Court: This testimony being offered would

be admissible for that purpose in any event, but as

to its admissibility for any other purpose, I will re-

serve my ruling upon the matter, and if you wish to

argue it, you can support it with authorities.

*^Mr. Erickson: Of course, it may be understood

our objection on this ground goes to all of it!

**The Court: Yes, surely, proceed."

^^A. Yes.

^^Q. And you may state whether or not you made a

protest to the superintendent of either Chicago Bridge

and Iron Company or the Fegles Construction Com-
pany in relation to this practice?

** A. I have made verbal protests to Chicago Bridge

and Iron, I believe their superintendent, and some of

their foremen.

**Q. What have you to say as to whether or not

after those protests were made the practice ceased?

**A. The practice did not change."
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2. Transcript, page 138, likewise part of the testimony
of J. A. Webb

:

The witness testified that prior to the time of the fire

he saw both hot and cold rivets drop, and that they were
of the type that were being used in the surge tanks, but
that he would not know on how many occasions he had
seen them.

3. Transcript, pages 150 to 154, both inclusive, likewise
part of the testimony of J. A. Webb;

'^Q. Prior to the 16th day of July, 1947, were you
present when any fire was started by hot rivets from
the work above?

*'A. I have seen a couple.

'^Mr. Erickson: I want to renew the objection that
1 made that goes to all this testimony, but I want to
make it very plain I particularly object to testimony
as to other fires. As to the dropping of rivets in the

151 past, It might be said there is some basis for the
introduction of that in the testimony to show knowl-
edge, but I believe this is clearly inadmissible.
J^Mr. Emigli: That is just exactly the purpose, to
show knowledge of the dropping of rivets, that they
should have known, or in the reasonable exercise of
dihgence should know, from these facts which we will
prove, that the dropping of rivets would ignite mate-
rial below.

^' Mr. Erickson: We are very glad to stipulate that
a hot rivet dropped into inflammable material would
start a fire We had full knowledge of that, and we
will stipulate to that.

!!Tt^^
^'ourt: Does that eliminate your problem^

Mr. Emigh: Do you stipulate your men had no-
tice, or should have in the reasonable exercise of dili-
gence, that rivets would do that^

'^Mr. Erickson: Yes.
-Mr. Emigh: And rivets had been dropped down

there m the past?
"Mr. Erickson: We will not stipulate that rivets
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dropped from our work had started fires in the Mc-

Laughlin Construction Company work. * * *

153 ''Mr. Erickson: We are willing to stipulate it was

a hazardous condition, well known both to plaintiff

and defendant.

''Mr. Emigh: Do you stipulate in the conduct of

the subcontractor, Fegles Construction Company had

knowledge these things were occurring, these rivets

were dropping and starting fires?

"Mr. Erickson: No, we are not willing to stipulate

that.

"The Court: We have already admitted some evi-

154 dence under a reserved ruling—actually that evidence

wasn't admitted under a reserved ruling. You have

shown, both of you, that each of you, each of the par-

ties involved here, have complained to one another

and to the Army, that rivets were dropping, so the

situation is present there, but I'll permit you to go

ahead. * * *

"Mr. Erickson: I must beg permission to take ex-

ception to the Court's remark. We have not agreed

that we have protested because rivets were dropped.

We have not agreed that we made our protest on the

basis of the fact our rivets were actually dropped.

"The Court: I think I did misstate the matter, but

on the other hand, the plaintiff protested rivets were

dropped and the Army called it to your attention.

"Mr Erickson: We don't agree the Army ever

called it to our attention.

"The Court: I mean that is the evidence so far. Put

the evidence in and we will try to answer it. * * *

"A. I have seen several signs and evidence of fires

that were caused from hot rivets, but to say I actu-

ally saw any one fire burst into flame, to say it ignited

on that instant, I would not testify."

4. Transcript, pages 225 and 226, being part of the tes-

timony of Frank Gronski, a general foreman employed by

the appellee:

"Q. You may state whether or not, on or about
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July 16, 1947, yoii had occasion to observe a rivet
which fell upon those premises 1

''A. Yes, the afternoon of the night of this fire,

we had a lire. There was a hot rivet that fell or was
dropped from above and fell on this concrete floor at
the 2111 elevation adjacent to where we were building
these forms, and rolled over against one of these pads
that was setting on the floor. It immediately began
to sort of blaze, and we extinguished that.

''Mr. Erickson: I move the latter part of the an-
swer be stricken on the same grounds as I advanced
yesterday on these other fires.

''The Court: You can't wait, Mr. Erickson, until
you find out what the answer is.

"Mr. Erickson: The difficulty was that the answer
was not responsive to the question. He asked whether
he had seen a rivet drop, and he answered that all the
way through, and right at the tag end, he put on it

started a fire.

"The Court: That is just the end result of what
he had seen. The whole purpose was stated in the
question. Your objection is overruled. * * *

"Q. You extinguished that. Was that the only
incident when you personally saw hot rivets dropped
prior to the fire?

"A. Yes, I believe that was the only time I recall
distinctly. '

'

5. Transcript, pages 239-241, being part of the testi-

mony of the witness George Collins, a carpenter employed
by the appellee

:

On the day of the fire which destroyed the appellee's
forms the witness saw two hot rivets fall upon the
premises where the forms were. One fell about nine
o'clock on a little piece of scrap lumber but when he
got to this rivet it was just smoking and had not
started a fire. One fell about 10:30 on some scrap
lumber and was blazing probably three feet high when
he got to it. Later in the day he saw a hot rivet fall
which did not fall on material.
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None of the employees working above the witness

made any effort to recover the above mentioned rivets

before they did damage.

6. Transcript, pages 249 and 250, being part of the tes-

timony of Oscar Luck, a carpenter employed by the ap-

pellee :

On or about July 15, 1947, the day preceding the

date of the fire which occasioned the appellee's damage,
the witness saw a hot rivet fall on the form and threw
it down below in the water. He did not see anyone
employed by the Chicago Bridge & Iron Company make
any effort to recover the rivet or to put out any fire.

On the 15th day of July he also saw the rivets Mr.
Collins had spoken about and he saw Mr. Collins put

out those rivets.

7. Transcript, pages 343 and 344, being part of the

testimony of Sidney C. McCloud, superintendent for the

Chicago Bridge & Iron Company:

The witness saw his men chase rivets either before or

after the fire date, during the time they were working
at that level. The rivet was dropped on to level 2128
and landed on a scaffold plank. A boy by the name
of Dempsey, who was working seven feet up, came
down and chased it, put it in his can, got it off to the

forge and gave it back to the heater. A fire started on
the plank and he put it out.

Note: The objections quoted in items 1 and 3

above applied to all testimony on the subject of

dropping rivets on occasions previous to the fire

which occasioned the appellee's damage, and all

testimony on the subject of fires caused by such
rivets, and such objections therefore covered the

testimony quoted or summarized in items 2, 4, 5,

6 and 7 above.
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SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT.

I. This Court is free to review the challenged findings
of fact because those findings do not involve the credibility
of witnesses.

II. The evidence leaves the cause of the fire conjectural
and is therefore insufficient as a matter of law to support
the findings of the District Court that the fire was caused
by hot rivets dropped by employees of Chicago Bridge.

Under the Montana statutes and decisions, the ap-
pellee had the burden of establishing the cause of the
fire, and excluding other permissible explanations of
the proven facts, by evidence which ordinarily pro-
duces moral certainty or conviction in an unprejudiced
mind.

The only direct evidence which can possibly tend
to prove the cause of the fire consists of the stipulation
that rivet ^^G'' had been heated in a forge, the tes-
timony of one witness that he believed rivet '^F'^ had
been so heated, and the testimony that both rivets were
found on the eleventh day after the fire lying directly
on the concrete floor at elevation 2111 underneath an
overburden of debris. Neither of those rivets could
have started the fire unless it was dropped while it

was hot and unless a Chicago Bridge employee drop-
ped it between 4:30 P. M., when McLaughlin's men quit
work on the day of the fire, and 8:00 P.M., the Chicago
Bridge quitting time on that day. Furthermore, if
either rivet -F- or rivet -G- started the fire, then
the fire must have smoldered between one hour and
three quarters and five hours and one quarter, for it

was not discovered until 9:45 P.M.
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The direct evidence neither requires nor supports

any of the inferences which as above stated are essen-

tial to the appellee's case. On the contrary, such evi-

dence is inconsistent with any of these inferences. Un-

contradicted testimony indicates that all the rivets

which were found in the debris had been stacked on a

scaffold immediately above the burned area a few hours

before the fire. Furthermore, it is inconceivable that

either rivet could have been dropped during the crit-

ical period without being observed and dealt with, or

that a rivet-started blaze could have smoldered for the

required length of time.

III. The findings of the District Court as to the duty of

the appellants and as to breaches of that duty are unsup-

ported by the evidence and clearly erroneous.

The evidence shows that the only additional precau-

tions suggested at the trial were impracticable and that

there was no reason for Chicago Bridge to adopt them.

It also shows that McLaughlin undertook to chase riv-

ets and extinguish rivet-started blazes while its men

were working.

McLaughlin assumed whatever fire hazard was in-

cident to the absence of a protective net.

Chicago Bridge had no absolute duty to prevent the

escape of hot rivets, or to retrieve those that fell, but

only a duty to use reasonable care in those regards

during the hours when McLaughlin's men were not

working.

It was not even proved that a hot rivet started the

fire, much less that there was negligence with respect

to the particular rivet or rivets alleged to have done

so.

IV. The evidence regarding blazes caused by rivets

dropped prior to the occurrence of the fire which occa-
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sioned the appellee's damage cannot be considered as proof
of the cause of the latter fire.

Such evidence was admissible only to show facts that

were stipulated to the extent they were relevant, name-
ly, the existence of a dangerous situation and the ap-
pellants' knowledge of it. The District Court did not
consider such evidence as proof of the cause of the
fire involved in this case but the District Court did
consider it for purposes broader than the authorities

permit.

Such evidence is also completely irrelevant because
none of it relates to times when the Chicago Bridge
riveters were working alone.

V. Fegles is not liable for acts or omissions of Chicago
Bridge because the latter was an independent contractor
over which Fegles neither exercised nor could have exer-
cised the control requisite to liability on the part of Fegles.

VI. The District Court erred in allowing interest on the
damages awarded to the appellee.

1. The applicable statute does not authorize such an
allowance where the amount of damages can be ascer-
tained only by the decision of a court.

2. Such allowance was an abuse of the discretion,

if any, allowed by the applicable statute.

3. The District Court made no finding of fact which
supports such allowance.

VII. For reasons above stated the general finding in
favor of the appellee is clearly erroneous and so are the
consequent conclusions of law and judgment.
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AEGUMENT.

I.

THIS COURT IS FREE TO REVIEW THE CHALLENGED FIND-
INGS OF FACT BECAUSE THOSE FINDINGS DO NOT INVOLVE
THE CREDIBILITY OF WITNESSES.

This appeal does not present the familiar ease where

disputed issues of fact have been resolved by a trial court

on the basis of testimony which only that court is in a

position to evaluate. The record is singularly free of

conflicts of testimony. The evidence, though voluminous

and circumstantial, nevertheless boils down to a few basic

facts about which there is no uncertainty or disagree-

ment. The question for determination is whether these

undisputed facts do or do not justify the inferences that

must be made if the findings of the District Court are to

stand.

Eule 52(a) of the Rules of Civil Procedure for the

United States District Courts (Fed. Rules Civ. Proc,

rule 52(a), 28 U. S. C. A.) contains the following provi-

sion:

^ ^ Findings of fact shall not be set aside unless clearly

erroneous, and due regard shall be given to the op-

portunity of the trial court to judge of the credibility

of the witnesses."

In Pacific Portland Cement Co. v. Food Machinery S
Chemical Corporation, 178 F. (2d) 541, 548 (1949), this

Court quoted the following language from the opinion of

the Supreme Court in United States v. United States Gyp-

sum Co., 333 U. S. 364, 395, 92 Law. Ed. 746, 766, 68 Sup.

Ct. 525, 542 (1948)

:

* *A finding is ^ clearly erroneous ' when although there
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is evidence to support it, the reviewing court on the
entire evidence is left with the definite and firm con-
viction that a mistake has been committed."

This Court then went on to say:

''As a corollary to this rule, we may make our own
inferences from undisputed facts or purely docu-
mentary evidence. For, to use the colorful language
of the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit, the
rule does not operate 'to entrench with like finality
the inferences or conclusions drawn by the trial court
from its fact findings.' Kukn v. Princess Lida of
Stum & Taxis, 3 Cir., 1941, 119 F. (2d) 704, 705."

In Kulin V. Princess Lida of Stum S Taxis, 119 F. (2d)
704, 706, the Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit made
the following statement in addition to the one quoted by
this Court in the Pacific Portland Cement Co. case, namely;

"Where the evidentiary facts are not in conflict or
dispute, the conclusions to be drawn therefrom are
for the appellate court upon review of the trial court's
action."

These citations make it plain that in a case like the
present one, where there is no dispute about any of the es-
sential facts, and the only question is what inferences those
facts permit, the findings of the District Court do not
have the special significance which they have when it is

necessary to weigh conflicting testimony. This Court is in
as good a position as the District Court to determine
which inferences are permissible and which are not. When
that has been done we believe this Court, like the Supreme
Court in the Gypsum case, will be "left with the definite
and firm conviction that a mistake has been committed."
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II.

THE EVIDENCE LEAVES THE CAUSE OF THE FIRE CONJEC-

TURAL AND IS THEREFORE INSUFFICIENT AS A MATTER
OF LAW TO SUPPORT THE FINDINGS OF FACT MADE BY THE
DISTRICT COURT THAT THE FIRE WAS CAUSED BY HOT
RIVETS DROPPED BY EMPLOYEES OF CHICAGO BRIDGE.

1. Since the Evidence Regarding Causation Is Entirely

Circumstantial the Appellee Had the Burden of Exclud-

ing Possible Explanations Other Than Its Own.

The complaint alleges that the fire was caused by hot

rivets negligently dropped by the appellants (R. 8-11),

but since Fegles did no riveting (R. 95), these allegations

were for all practical purposes limited to Chicago Bridge

(R. 68).

The extent of the burden of proof and the sufficiency

of the evidence to discharge that burden are matters of

Montana law. Erie Railroad Co. v. Tompkins, 304 U. S.

64, 71 et seq., 82 Law Ed. 1188, 1190 et seq., 58 Sup. Ct.

817, 819 et seq. (1937) ; Stoner v. New York Life Insurance

Company, 311 U. S. 464, 467, 85 Law Ed. 284, 287, 61 Sup.

Ct. 336, 338 (1940). This Court resolved a similar ques-

tion under Montana law in Equitable Life Assurance So-

ciety y. Irelan, 123 F. (2d) 462, 464 (1941).

The Revised Codes of Montana, 1947, contain the follow-

ing relevant provisions

:

Section 93-1501-1: ^^The party holding the affirma-

tive of the issue must produce the evidence to prove it

;

therefore, the burden of proof lies on the party who
would be defeated if no evidence were given on either

side.''

Section 93-301-13: '^The evidence is deemed satis-

factory which ordinarily produces moral certainty or
conviction in an unprejudiced mind. Such evidence
alone will justify a verdict. Evidence less than this is

denominated slight evidence.''
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There is no direct evidence of tlie cause of the fire in-

volved in this case. The appellee's case depends on infer-

ences sought to be drawn from circumstantial evidence (R.

31, 70, 71). Section 93-1301-4 of the Revised Codes of Mon-
tana, 1947, reads as follows

:

*^An inference must be founded:

1. On a fact legally proved ; and
2. On such a deduction from that fact as is

warranted by a consideration of the usual pro-
pensities or passions of men, the particular pro-
pensities or passions of the person whose act is in
question, the course of business, or the course of
nature."

In Winnicott v. Orman, 39 Mont. 339, 349, 102 Pac. 570,

574 (1909), the Supreme Court of Montana quoted with
approval the following language from its opinion in Shaw
v. New Year Gold Mines Co., 31 Mont. 138, 146, 77 Pac. 515,
516-517 (1904)

:

^^The burden of proof is upon plaintiff and is not
satisfied if the conclusion to be reached from the testi-
mony offered is merely a matter of conjecture. If such
conclusion be equally consonant with the truth of the
allegations and with some other theory or theories in-
consistent therewith, it becomes a mere conjecture and
the rule of the burden of the proof is not satisfied. * * *

If the conclusion to be reached from the testimony is
equally consonant with some theory inconsistent with
either of the issues to be proven it does not tend to
prove them, within the meaning of the rule above an-
nounced. The use of the word ^tend' does not contem-
plate conjecture. It contemplates that the testimony
has a tendency to prove the allegations of the complaint
and not some other theory inconsistent therewith.''

Again, in Fisher v. Butte Electric Railway Co., 72 Mont
594, 605, 235 Pac. 330, 333 (1925), the Supreme Court of
Montana made the statement that

''* * * the circumstances must not only tend to prove
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the efficient proximate cause relied upon, but must tend

equally to exclude any other. '

'

Similar language was used in Park v. Grady, 62 Mont.

246, 252, 204 Pac. 382, 384, in Norton v. Great Northern Ry.

Co,, et al, 85 Mont. 270, 291, 278 Pac. 521, 528 (1929), in

Mellon V. Kelly, 99 Mont. 10, 21, 41 P. (2d) 49, 52 (1935),

in Farnum v. Montana-Dakota Potver Co,, 99 Mont. 297,

229, 230, 43 P. (2d) 640, 643-644 (1935) and in Kirgan v.

Kirgan, 123 Mont. 34, 37, 207 P. (2d) 557, 559 (1949).

We appreciate that the appellee need not prove its alle-

gations beyond a reasonable doubt, as is required in a

criminal case, but merely by the preponderance of the evi-

dence. Nevertheless, under the Montana law, the evidence

cannot be preponderantly in favor of the truth of an allega-

tion unless such evidence meets the statutory standard of

producing *^ moral certainty or conviction in an unpreju-

diced mind,'' as the Supreme Court of Montana was careful

to mention in Gilmore, et al. v. Ostronich, 48 Mont. 305, 309,

137 Pac. 378, 379 (1913), quoted in Exchange State Bank of

Glendive v. Occident Elevator Co., 95 Mont. 78, 87, 24 P.

(2d) 126, 129, 90 A. L. R. 740 (1933). That is obviously

the only way in which the word ^^tend'' as used in the

Montana cases can be interpreted consistently with Section

93-301-13 of the Revised Codes of Montana, 1947, quoted,

supra, page 30.

The application of the authorities to the present case is

clear. If the circumstances which have been proved admit

of several explanations, the appellee must exclude explana-

tions other than its own by establishing that its explanation

is the correct one. If some other explanation is just as

reasonable as the appellee's, or even more so, then the fire

will remain an unsolved mystery, as we contend it is. Lia-

bility cannot be imposed on the basis of mere probabilities,

much less on the basis of conjecture, but only where there

is moral certainty or conviction. The District Court sitting
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without a jury had no greater latitude in this regard than a
jury and, as the Supreme Court of Montana remarked in
Olsen V. Montana Ore Purchasing Co., 35 Mont 400 411
89 Pac. 731, 734 (1907), "jurors are not allowed to return
verdicts based upon suspicions, conjectures or probabilities
however strong and convincing they may be."

2. The Evidence Is Insufficient to Support the Findings
of the District Court That the Fire Was Caused by Hot
Rivets Dropped by Employees of Chicago Bridge.

A. The Facts That Were Proved Neither Require Nor Support the
Conclusion That the Fire Was Caused by Any Rivet So Dropped.

For the purposes of argument we shall assume that rivets
"F" and "G" were both heated in a forge. Does the
single fact that these rivets were found lying directly on
the concrete floor underneath the overburden of debris re-
quire or support the conclusion that some employee or em-
ployees of Chicago Bridge started the fire which damaged
McLaughlm's property by dropping rivet "F" or rivet"G" or both of them? That can be true only if the follow-
ing inferences are justified:

it \Jtl.
"'"^"^ "^" "" ""'* "^" ^^' ^™PP^^ ^^'^"^

2. That rivet "F" or rivet "G" was dropped be-ween 4:30 P. M. on the day of the fire, when Mc-Laughhn s men quit work, and 8:00 P. M., which wasthe Chicago Bridge quitting time on that day
3. Ihat either rivet "F" or rivet "G" started a

fire which sn^oldered between one hour and three'

d"cove"ed " ^"" '"' "'"' '^"^^*^'- ^^^-^ " --«

Let us test the reasonableness of each of these three in-
ferences.
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a. The Inference That Rivet "F" or Rivet "G" Was Dropped While

It Was Hot.

Even if rivet ^*F'' and rivet ^^G'' had both been heated

in a forge it by no means follows that either rivet was

hot when it fell. Eivets may be rejected either because

they are too hot or because they are too cool (R. 255, 257).

McLaughlin's superintendent Webb distinguished rivet

*'C" from the other six rivets which were found in the

debris, and testified that it had been overheated (R. 256).

The fact that Webb was not certain whether rivet ''F''

had even been heated in a forge (R. 142) makes it probable

that this particular rivet was underheated. The appearance

of the remaining five rivets, including rivet ''G", is entirely

consistent with the view that they, too, may have been un-

derheated (see exhibit 16, R. 140, rivets '^A", ^^B'', ^'D'',

*'E" and '"G")- On the other hand, heated rivets cool very

rapidly (R. 350), and even a rivet which had the proper tem-

perature when the heater tossed it to the sticker may for one

reason or another have become too cool for use before it

was placed in the proper hole, and may have been rejected

on that account. For example, the pneumatic gun with

which the rivets were driven (R. 303) may have temporar-

ily failed to function and may thus have forced the sticker

to discard an otherwise usable rivet.

The fact that the concrete was cracked or ^'spalled'' be-

low rivets '^F" and '^G" (R. 145, 206) does not indicate

that they were hot when they fell. There was also spalling

where no rivets were found (R. 173). Furthermore, Webb

himself testified that rivets which had supposedly burned

their way through a canvas tarpaulin and a half-inch ply-

wood form could not have retained enough heat to spall

concrete (R. 210). The spalling is fully explained by the
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intense heat of the tire and the cold water that was used
to extinguish it (R. 174).

MeCloud testified positively that on the afternoon of the
day when the tire occurred he observed a stack of possibly
eight or nine rivets lying on a scaffold directly above
McLaughlin's forms (R. 308, 309, 335, 336). This testi-

mony was not contradicted and cannot be disregarded. In-
deed, the District Court took McCloud's statement to be
true, but referred in its opinion to ^^the utter stupidity
and actual impossibility of stacking hot rivets on the wood
platform'' (R. 32). The argument appears to be some-
thing like this: Rivets ^'F" and ^G" had been heated in
a forge; hot rivets are not stacked on a wooden scaffold;
therefore rivets ^^F" and ^^G" were not among the rivets
McCloud saw on the scaffold. That, however, is a non
sequitur. We assume for purposes of argument that rivets
^^F" and ^^G" had both been heated in the forge (supra,
page 33; R. 141, 142). The testimony shows that these
rivets could have been found unusable after they were
heated and could have been stuck into a hole to cool
(R. 172, 257). If so, they could have been removed from
the hole and stacked on the scaffold after they had cooled.
The fact that McCloud saw the rivets on the scaffold has
to be taken into account. We know they were not stacked
there while they were hot. Nothing in the record or in
common sense suggests that new, unused rivets were
stacked on a scaffold, at a distance from the forge, in a
place where they could be of no use to anyone (R.'302).
The only possible explanation of the stack of rivets on
the scaffold is that they were stacked after they had cooled
and if that is true, rivets -F" and -G" could have been
part of the stack.

It was developed by cross-examination that McCloud did
not see to it that the pile of rivets which he saw on the
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scaffold was removed (R. 336, 337). The scaffold on which

the rivets lay was approximately seven feet above elevation

2128 where McLaughlin's tarpaulin-covered ceiling form

was located (E. 309, 335). The next scaffold above that

was approximately five feet higher, or twelve feet above

the ceiling form (R. 300). Exhibit 5 (R. 83) clearly shows

two levels of scaffolding on fire. McCloud testified with-

out contradiction that the ceiling form had already fallen

in when he arrived at the scene of the fire about 10;00

o'clock, only fifteen minutes after the fire was discovered,

and that even after he arrived there was some delay be-

fore any water was played on the fire. He also testified

—

again without contradiction—that while he and his men

were fighting the fire they pulled away some of the planks

of the scaffold on which the rivets had been piled that

same afternoon, but he saw no rivets there when the planks

were removed, and there was enough hose pressure to

knock the rivets off* the scaffold without regard to the other

efforts to put out the fire (R. 321-324). These rivets must

either have fallen from a burning scaffold plank or they

must have been washed off the scaffold by the hose pres-

sure. In either event, they would have dropped to the

floor below. The water used in extinguishing the fire could

not have compacted the fine ashes and charcoal sufficiently

to stop the fall of a rivet while the water was still flowing.

Webb himself testified that a rivet as heavy as rivet *'F"

or rivet *'G" might penetrate through completely con-

sumed wood ashes to solid material (R. 179).

It was not necessary for the District Court to speculate

as to how seven rivets found their way into the debris left

by the fire, nor is it necessary for this Court to speculate

about that matter. The appellee had the burden of counter-

acting the direct, undisputed evidence indicating that the

rivets which were found in the debris were the same ones
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which had been stacked on the scaffold before the fire,

yet the appellee adduced no evidence which tends in any
way to support a contrary conclusion. The appellants'
evidence points logically to an explanation which accounts
for all the rivets that were on the scaffold and all those that
were found in the debris. We submit that this explanation
should be accepted and that it is fatal to the appellee's case.

b. The Inference That Eivet "F" or Rivet "G" Was Dropped Between
4:30 and 8:00 P. M. on the Day of the Fire.

The appellants contend, as we have just stated, that un-
contradicted testimony indicates that all the rivets which
were found in the debris fell from a scaffold while the fire
was burning. Even if that were not true, it would not
follow that rivets "F" and "G" were dropped before
the outbreak of the fire. The Chicago Bridge riveters were
working during the ten days which intervened between the
date of the fire and the discovery of the rivets (E. 165).
The record does not show whether or not they dropped
any hot rivets into the burned area during that time, but
undeniably they may have done so, and if they did 'then
rivets "F" and "G" may have been among the rivets
which they heated and dropped after the fire.

The two critical rivets might have been found lying
directly on the concrete floor even if they were dropped
after the fire. The debris was only about a foot deep on
the average and appellee's witnesses estimated the depths
at from ten to fourteen inches (R. 172, 173, 219). This de-
bris may or may not have been compacted by something
other than water during the ten days which elapsed before
Its removal (R. 221, 223, 224), but there is no evidence that
It was impenetrable, or even that it was difficult to penetrate
at points where there were no scaffold planks or other heavy
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debris. Certainly there is no evidence that red hot rivets

weighing from two to three pounds (R. 156, 179) and

dropped from seventeen to thirty feet or more might not

have penetrated the fine debris. After the fire, the Chicago

Bridge scaffolds were at elevation 2128, seventeen feet

above the concrete floor, and there were other scaffolds

seven and twelve feet respectively above elevation 2128

(E. 299, 300). As the riveting progressed during the ten

days after the fire higher scaffolds were doubtless required.

Even if a falling rivet encountered resistance from debris,

so that it did not immediately penetrate all the way to the

concrete, subsequent occurrences could easily account for

its presence on the floor ten days later. Webb testified that

when the debris was finally removed *'the big timber, plank-

ing and large debris that was on top of the burn was re-

moved more or less roughly'' before the fine debris was dis-

turbed (R. 139). The removal of these planks and timbers

must have left openings through which rivets '*F" and '*G''

could have slipped down to the floor if they were not already

there. Still another possibility is that McLaughlin's work-

men gave these rivets the final push to the floor while they

were tramping about removing the planks and other heavy

debris (R. 221, 223, 224).

Aside from all these considerations, it does not appear

that the porch area was closed, watched or supervised in

any way during the ten days and eleven nights following

the fire, or that anyone who may have wished to walk

around in the debris, or even to search in it, was prevented

from doing so. When one thinks of all that might have hap-

pened quite legitimately during those days and nights one

finds it difficult to see much significance in the fact that

rivets ^'F" and ^^G" were found resting directly on the

concrete. Even in detective stories it is customary for any-

one who seeks to prove anything by the location of an
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object to make sure he can show that the location of that
object has not been changed.

The inference, essential to the appellee's case, that either
rivet "F" or rivet "G" was dropped between 4:30 and
8 :00 P. M. on the day of the fire would be just as impos-
sible if those rivets fell on a subsequent day as it would
be in the more likely contingency that they fell from a
scafl^old while the fire was burning. Still another reason
why that inference cannot be made is that neither rivet
could have been dropped while it was hot without being
observed. One of appellee's witnesses testified that both
the heater who passed a rivet and the sticker whose busi-
ness it was to catch it would be bound to see the rivet fall
if the sticker missed it (R. 251, 252). The porch area was
entirely covered by the plywood ceiling form and that
in turn was covered by tarpaulins (E. 134, 135, 191). If a
hot rivet had been dropped between 4 :30 P. M. and 8 :00
P. M. from a scaffold overhanging McLaughlin's forms,
that rivet could not possibly have fallen anywhere except
on McLaughlin's tarpaulins, in plain sight of both the
heater and the sticker. If such a rivet started a blaze in
the canvas, or in the plywood immediately below the canvas,
both these men must have seen the blaze. Even if the rivet
happened to strike the canvas at a point above one of the
three beam forms, so that it would have to drop a short
distance after burning through the canvas before striking
the plywood bottom of the beam form, still the heater and
the sticker must have seen it penetrate the canvas and
disappear.

It requires a truly violent stretch of the imagination to
suppose that men who see a rivet which has been heated

a temperature of at least 1950 degrees lying on a canvas
tarpaulin on top of some wooden forms, or penetrating the
canvas and disappearing into the forms below, will simply
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do nothing about it. Even Webb made no such assumption

as that. In fact, he did not think it necessary to caution

McCloud, the Chicago Bridge superintendent, or any other

Chicago Bridge employee, to take precautions against fire

during the time Webb 's men were not working, even though

he said 'Hhey had very little concern of us or anyone else

in the area.'' Webb testified that '4f they knew our

workmen were below, they would probably depend upon us

and our workmen to put out any hot rivets or hot fires

that started, but * * * when they knew * * * we were not

below, I assumed if they did drop a hot rivet, why they

might chase it" (E. 186).

c. The Inference That Either Rivet "F" or Rivet "G" Started a Fire

Which Smoldered Between One Hour and Three Quarters and Five

Hours and One Quarter Before It Was Discovered.

Webb testified that if either rivet ^'F'' or rivet ^^G"

started the fire, then the fire would have started in the

half-inch plywood ceiling form at elevation 2128, since

the rivet could not have fallen to the concrete floor seven-

teen feet below without first burning through that form.

Webb also testified that if the rivet had burned through

the ceiling form it would have ignited the form (R. 191,

192). There was nothing for the rivet to ignite after it

struck the floor, for the whole area had been thoroughly

cleaned (R. 133, 134), and the appellee has not suggested

that the fire started anywhere except in the ceiling form

(R. 191).

McLaughlin's counsel asked Webb whether or not, if

rivet **F'' fell on the sill which supported one of the posts,

and burned away the sill, the rivet might then have rolled

to the point where it was found. Webb merely replied: ^'I

believe a rivet could rolP' (R. 200). One wonders what

could have given the rivet the impetus tliat would cause it to
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roll a foot or more (E. 178) after it had burned away a sill

even in the unlikely contingency that it missed the joist
overhead and struck the sill below it (Exhibit 13, R. 132,
199). Surely the suggestion that anything of this sort
took place is carrying conjecture to the nth degree.

If a hot rivet started the fire, that must have occurred
as Webb admitted, before or shortly after the Chicago
Bridge crew quit work (E. 192). On the appellee's theory
of the case, therefore, the fire nmst have smoldered from
about eight o'clock or earlier until it was discovered about
9:45 (E. 137, 192, 266, 267). Actually, the iire must almost
certainly have smoldered longer than an hour and three
quarters if it was started as the appellee claimed. McCloud,
the Chicago Bridge superintendent, testified that his men
usually began picking up tools and quenching forges about
7:45, so that they could leave by eight o'clock, and although
he could not say of his own knowledge that they proceededm this way on the evening of the fire, it seems most im-
probable that they did not (E. 300, 301). For aught that
can be determined, moreover, the rivet which is claimed to
have started the fire may have been dropped as early as
4:30 P. M., and the earlier that rivet is assumed to have
fallen the more improbable it becomes that the blaze which
it admittedly must have ignited on its way to the floor
could have left remnants that smoldered in the plywood
until 9:45 P. M.-perhaps as much as five and a quarter
Hours after the rivet supposedly fell.

If a hot rivet did start the fire, then it must have burned
a hole through the canvas tarpaulin, as Webb testified
R. 192), or else it could not have come into contact with

the plywood below and it could not have ignited that ply-wood There must have been a hole in the canvas approxi-
mately as long as the rivet, and as wide as the bolt or thehead of the rivet, for it is improbable that the rivet would
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strike the canvas vertically and burn its way through with-

out falling on its side. In any event, the hole in the canvas

must have been large enough to admit air and, if so, the

air would have fanned the flame which was admittedly

ionited at least temporarily in the plywood (R. 191). The

p'^resence of air would also have made it unlikely that fire

would smolder for a long time in the charred edges of the

hole supposedly left by the rivet in its passage through

the plywood.

McCloud, the Chicago Bridge superintendent, testified

that in the course of some thirty-five years of experience

in steel plate construction work (R. 298) he had seen

*^ quite a few" small fires started by rivets and that in

each instance there was an immediate fire when the rivet

struck any inflammable material, such as grass, paper,

rubbish or dry boards (R. 328, 329). He testified that a

rivet heated for use to a temperature of 1950 degrees

would cool very little in being passed a distance of twenty

feet and in falling an additional fourteen or fifteen feet

(R. 329). He also testified that it would not be possible

for a rivet heated to that temperature to fall on a piece

of oiled wood, or on dry wood, and lie there for a matter

of seconds and then start a fire, because the flash point

or ignition point of such material would be so much lower

than the temperature of the rivet, even after allowance

for the slight cooling above mentioned, that the material

would immediately flash into flame (R. 329, 330).

McCloud testified that he had never seen a hot rivet

start a fire by the smoldering process, rather than by a

quick flash-up, when the rivet landed on inflammable ma-

terials such as grass, paper, rubbish or dry boards (R.

330). He explained that the temperature of a heated rivet

is so high as to cause an immediate flame when it falls on

combustible material, but that it then loses temperature
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quite rapidly, and there is no fuel in a rivet to feed a
smoldering fire. True, he did say that if a rivet burned
all the way through combustible material, such as ply-

wood, it would char the plywood and the latter might or
might not smolder (K. 350, 351). He did not say that it

would smolder, or even that it might smolder, for any
length of time, nmch less for an hour and three quarters
or longer, without bursting into flame again.

Webb testified that when a rivet heated to the tempera-
ture required for driving it hits inflammable material, the
rivet lies on the material until it heats the material to such
a degree that the material will burst into flame, and that
in the case of a piece of wood the time required to pro-
duce flame would be two or three or four minutes, depend-
ing on the wood, its dryness, etc. (E. 176, 177). He ad-
mitted that he had testified in his pre-trial deposition
that in the cases where he had himself seen rivets start
fires, each rivet had ignited the material into which it

fell within ^^ perhaps a matter of seconds to a moment or
two" (R. 181, 182). Webb also expressed the opinion that
It was ^^ highly possible'' that rivets could start fires that
might smolder for a very long period of time before they
burst into flame (E. 200, 201) but that opinion is entitled
to very little weight in view of its inconsistency with his
own previous testimony and with all the other evidence
about actual happenings. Webb admitted that he could
not recall any specific fire that started in any specific time
(R. 182).

If the fire smoldered from eight o'clock or earlier until
9:45, it is odd indeed that none of the several people who
were m the vicinity during that time noticed any sign of it.
Both the Chicago Bridge heater and the Chicago' Bridge
sticker would have seen a hot rivet fall if such a rivet fell
between 4:30 and 8:00 P. M. (R. 251, 252). Webb returned
to the power house about the time the Chicago Bridge crew
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quit work. He did not go up to the room where the fire

occurred, but he stayed perhaps fifteen or twenty minutes,

and he noticed nothing unusual (R. 135, 183, 184). About

8 :20 P. M. a government inspector named Fillerup walked

past the opening from the form area into the power house,

near the stairs mentioned below, and he observed neither

smoke nor flame (R. 351, 352). Finally, the watchman

Funk was at the same level as the floor of the porch area

between about 8:30 and 8:45 P. M., and although he did

not enter the porch area itself, he nevertheless swept all

the way down the stairs which start downward about 33

feet from the opening into the form area, as shown in

exhibit 11, and he too noticed neither smoke nor flame (R.

266-271).

There is no disagreement that if rivet ^'F'' or rivet *'G''

fell while it was hot it must have ignited the plywood ceil-

ing form at least temporarily. There is also no disagree-

ment that if the canvas or the plywood were only tem-

porarily ignited the edges of any hole through which the

rivet might have burned would have been charred. The

question is whether it is reasonable to infer that rem-

nants of an initial blaze would have smoldered in the

canvas or the plywood, without again bursting into flame,

for an interval varying from an hour and three quarters

to five hours and one quarter, according to the time when

one assumes a hot rivet to have been dropped. There

was no testimony to support the suggestion in the opinion

of the District Court (R. 33) that the fire smoldered in

the oiled plywood ceiling form. We submit that if a rivet

heated to a temperature of 1,950 or 2,000 degrees had

burned through the half-inch oiled plywood ceiling form

there would not only have been an immediate blaze, but

that blaze would have continued to burn, and the fire would

have spread very quickly. It is preposterous to suppose

that such a rivet burned a hole in the ceiling form and fell
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to the floor below but left charred edges which smoldered
for a long time before bursting into flame.

B. The Record Discloses Other Possible Causes of the Fire Which the
Evidence Fails to Exclude.

The opinion of the District Court entirely ignores the
evidence that there were men working in the form area
who smoked (R. 31, 32). This statement is not a mere
inference from the fact that neither McLaughlin nor Chi-
cago Bridge had any rule against smoking (R. 209; 330).
Three McLaughlin employees—Gronski (R. 228), ColUns
(R. 240) and Funk (R. 269)-all testified that they smoked.
Funk was at least as high in the power house as the level
of the concrete floor of the form area between 8:30 and
8:45 P. M. on the day of the fire, for he testified that he
swept a flight of stairs which started at that level from the
top of the stairs on down (R. 266-271; see exhibit 11).

In addition to all this specific testimony there is the
total lack of evidence that anybody was excluded from the
power house area either during working hours or at other
tmies. Any number of people might have walked aroundm the vicinity of the form area on the day or the evening
of the fire and any one of them might have dropped a
lighted cigarette or a match that could have started the
fire. The manner in which a discarded cigarette burns
makes it much more likely that a fire could have been
slowly Ignited by such a cigarette, and could have
smoldered for a considerable period of time, than would
be true m the case of a rivet heated to a temperature of
l,9o0 or 2,000 degrees. On the other hand, a lighted cigar-
ette or match might also have been dropped just a few
minutes before the fire was discovered, and might very
promptly have started a fire in the inflammable materials
that were present in the form area, particularly in the
oiied plywood ceiling form.
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There was considerable testimony about the possibility

of spontaneous combustion (R. 119, 120, 125, 164, 165,

207, 208). Webb's testimony that spontaneous combus-

tion was '^very unlikely'' in oiled forms covered with

canvas (R. 164, 165) inferentially admits that it was pos-

sible. Certainly the evidence does not eliminate the pos-

sibility from consideration.

The mere fact of an unexplained fire at an important

Government dam site such as Fort Peck suggests the pos-

sibiUty of arson. It does not appear what precautions,

if any, were taken to guard the power house after working

hours except that McLaughlin hired Funk as a watch-

man, primarily to prevent pilfering rather than to prevent

fire \r. 184, 185). There is no testimony that the em-

ployees of the various contractors were screened in any

way to prevent subversive persons from working on the

power house. Perhaps these and other precautions were

taken—we simply do not know. In these circumstances,

the possibility of arson remains in the case.

The possibilities we have been discussing are not merely

straw men like the atomic blast to which the District Court

alluded (R. 32). They are suggested by the evidence and

are not inconsistent with it. If the record supported the

inference that a hot rivet caused the fire, that would doubt-

less suffice to exclude such possibilities as arson, spon-

taneous combustion, or a lighted cigarette or a discarded

match, but we have seen that no such inference is per-

missible. The appellee has therefore failed to satisfy the

burden of excluding other possible causes of the fire as

required by the authorities previously cited. See the argu-

ment, supra, pages 31-33.
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C. Since the Appellee Failed to Satisfy Its Burden of Proof, It
Follows That the Evidence Is Insufficient to Sustain the Findings
of the District Court as to the Cause of the Fire, and That Those
Findings Are Clearly Erroneous.

The foregoing analysis makes it clear that the mere find-
ing of two rivets on the concrete floor of the form area
underneath the debris left by the fire does not justify any
of the inferences which must be made in order to establish
that these rivets started the fire. Even though both rivets
had been heated in a forge, it by no means follows that
they were still hot when they fell, much less that they fell
before the Chicago Bridge riveters quit work. They may
have fallen while the fire was burning, or even on some
subsequent day, and in either case there could be a num-
ber of reasonable explanations of their presence on the
concrete floor ten days later. A complete explanation of
the finding of seven rivets in the debris is that as many
rivets or more were stacked on a wooden scaffold immedi-
ately above the burned area on the afternoon of the day
when the fire occurred (R. 308, 309, 335, 336). The rivets
could not have fallen before the Chicago Bridge riveters quit
work without being observed by at least the heater and the
sticker and even McLaughlin's superintendent Webb ad-
mitted the unlikelihood that the Chicago Bridge men would
fail to chase rivets which might fall when McLaughlin's
men were not working below them (R. 186). It is quite in-
credible, moreover, that the blazes which these rivets must
have started if they caused the subsequent fire left rem-
nants which smoldered in oiled plywood until the fire was
discovered at 9:45 P. M.-that is to say, from one hour
and three quarters to five hours and one quarter after
each hot rivet was supposedly dropped.

In Shaw v. New Year Gold Mines Co., 31 Mont 138 147
148, 77 Pac. 515, 516-517 (1904), cited supra, page 31 a
miner had been killed by an explosion when his drill struck
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a charge, and it was proved that a powder charge had been

placed on a previous shift, but had not been set off, and

that the deceased had not been warned about the charge.

The Supreme Court of Montana said that it was possible

that this particular charge had caused the explosion, but

that it was also possible that the explosion was caused by

a piece of dynamite dislodged from a loaded hole by other

blasts, and mixed with the waste which the deceased was

cleaning up, or that it resulted from some negUgence on

the part of the deceased. In these circumstances, the

Court held that the evidence was insufficient to take the

case to the jury.

The evidence was again held insufficient for the jury in

Monsofi v. LaFrance Copper Co., 39 Mont. 50, 62, 101 Pac.

243, 247 (1909), although it appeared that an employee of

a mining company was found dead, with his face cut and

bruised, at a place in an elevator shaft which the elevator

cage had passed. The Supreme Court of Montana pointed

out that the facts were as consistent with the theory that

the deceased died a natural death, and then fell into the

elevator shaft, as with the view that he fell out of the

elevator cage or the view that he was caught and crushed

between the cage and the wall of the shaft.

Again, in Fisher v. Butte Electric Railway Co., 72 Mont.

594, 605, 235 Pac. 330, 332-333 (1925), cited supra, page

31, the question was whether a street car motorman had

kept a sufficient look-out. The plaintiff testified that as

he was crossing the tracks he saw the oncoming car about

300 yards away, that his foot became caught in the tracks,

so that he fell and was unconscious for a time, and that

when he regained conciousness the car was only a few feet

away. The Supreme Court of Montana held that it could

not be inferred that the plaintiff was in a position where

the motorman could have seen him had the motorman been

keeping a proper look-out.
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The authorities we have cited show that the appellee
would necessarily fail even if the inferences required to
support Its case were equally as permissible as the other
inferences which the evidence suggests. Actually, the in-
ferences for which the appellee contends are not only
much less probable than other inferences which the evi-
dence permits, but they are so improbable that they are not
permissible at all. In those circumstances it becomes
unnecessary to discuss the degree to which the evidence
must "tend" to exclude other possible explanations. We
do not seek to overstate the appellee's burden of proof
There is no need of that. The evidence in this record
simply does not tend to support the appellee's theory at
all, much less to exclude any other theory.

In Standard Drug Store v. A. E. Wood d Co., 227 Mich
333, 338, 198 N. W. 960, 961 (1924), a tenant sought to
escape liability for rent on the ground that the demised
premises had been rendered untenantable by a fire caused
hy the negligence of the landlord. Thus the defendant
rather than the plaintiif had the burden of proof There
was evidence that a small vessel labeled "sulphuric acid"
had been in the burned area, that some of its contents had
been spilled and covered with sawdust, that there was
snow on the roof of the building and a hole in the roof
that the temperature just before the fire was at the freez-
ing point or above, and that no one had been in the build-
ing for twenty-seven hours before the fire. The defendant 's
theory was that melted snow had come through the hole in
the roof and had run across the floor to the acid and
sawdust and caused a chemical reaction which started the
fire. The Supreme Court of Michigan, in holding that the
case should not have been allowed to go to the jury on
that evidence, made the following comment:

"A defense should not only have a theory, but as
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well be supported by evidence of probative value. It

will not do to say, if the roof leaked, if acids or

chemicals ignitable by fusion with water were in the

room at a distance from the leak, if water leaked from

the roof and came into contact with some acid or

chemical, the fire might have originated in that way,

for this strings together too many inferences resting

upon conjectural possibilities to rise to the dignity of

evidence.

^'Defendant's theory of the origin of the fire, under

the most favorable view of the evidence tendered,

never advanced beyond a mere conjecture and did not

come within hailing distance of probability."

That, we submit, is a very accurate characterization of the

evidence on which the appellee relies in the present case.

The conjectural character of the evidence is illustrated

by the generality of the findings of the District Court. The

formal findings are as sweeping and indefinite as the alle-

gations of the complaint—in fact, paragraph X of the

findings (R. 42-45) follows paragraph 9 of the complaint

(R. 8-11) almost verbatim. The opinion of the District

Court states that ^Hhe only logical explanation is that

rivets 'F' and 'G' found their way to the place where they

were discovered at the time the fire started,'' and not

later, and that 'Hhere is no other explanation of the fire"

than that it was started by ^^a rivet" and *Hhe only rea-

sonable and logical answer is that the fire was thus started"

(R. 32, 33, 34). Even if these statements are treated as

supplementary findings they still leave a host of questions

unanswered. Did only one rivet start the fire and, if so,

which one was it? Did each of two rivets start fires which

coalesced after long smoldering? Where did the fire or

fires start? Did the fire start in a canvas tarpaulin, or in

the ceiling form proper, or in one of the beam forms, or

did it start somewhere else? When did the guilty rivet

fall? Did it fall shortly after 4:30 P. M. or did it fall just
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before the riveters quit for the evening? None of these
points is covered in the tindings or in the opinion of the
District Court, and for an excellent reason, namely, that
no evidence was produced at the trial which would enable
anyone to hazard a guess as to the answers, much less to
answer these questions with that "moral certainty or con-
viction" which the Montana statutes require. See Re-
vised Codes of Montana, 1947, section 93-301-13, and cases
cited s^qyra, pages 30-33. We do not say that a specific
finding on each of the above questions is necessarily re-
quired, but rather that the evidence must be sufficient to
enable the District Court to answer such questions, or else
the general findings of the Court rest only on conjecture.
If it would be conjecture to supply any of these basic
details, as clearly it would be, how can the conclusion that
the fire was started by red hot rivets dropped by the ap-
pellants stand on any better footing? It is still impossible
for the whole to be greater than the sum of its parts.

The evidence in this case deals largely with possibiHties,
most of them extremely remote. Very little of the evi-
dence concerns probabilities. If the record contains some
puzzlmg facts, and if it is difficult to reconstruct an ex-
planation that accounts for everything, those difficulties do
not help the appellee. Unexplained fires do occur from
time to time. The appellee has presented a theory as to
the cause of this particular fire and nothing more We
paraphrase the remark of the Court in Standard Drug
Store V. A. E. Wood S Co., 227 Mich. 333, 338, 198 N W
960, 961, cited supra, page 49, by saying that a partv
should not only have a theory" but must support it "by

evidence of probative value." There is a line between
justifiable inference and unjustifiable guesswork This
case, we submit, is well beyond the line on the guesswork
side.
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III.

THE FINDINGS OF FACT MADE BY THE DISTRICT COURT AS

TO THE DUTY OF THE APPELLANTS AND AS TO BREACHES

OF THAT DUTY ARE CLEARLY ERRONEOUS AND THE EVI-

DENCE IS INSUFFICIENT AS A MATTER OF LAW TO SUPPORT

THEM.

1. The Findings as to the Availability of a Safe Method

of Handling Rivets and the Duty of the Appellants With

Respect Thereto Are Clearly Erroneous.

The District Court found in substance that long before

the fire the appellants knew of a safe method of handling

hot rivets whereby none would or could escape but that the

appellants failed to use the method thus available (R. 40).

The District Court did not specify any one method as the

safe one nor did it find that the appellants had a duty to

use a particular method. The District Court did find,

however, that it was the duty of the appellants to prevent

any rivets from falling upon the appellee's property and

to recover any rivets which might fall there (E. 43).

McCloud testified that the method of passing rivets which

Chicago Bridge used at Fort Peck was the regular, usual

method used by all people in the steel erection business for

passing rivets from the forge to the sticker for actual

placement in work of this type (R. 307). That testimony

was not contradicted. On the contrary, it was implicitly

confirmed even by McLaughlin's witnesses who claimed that

additional precautions should have been taken (R. 99, 100,

106, 107, 109, 110, 255-259). All the witnesses agreed,

moreover, that an occasional rivet is bound to escape when

rivets are passed from the heater to the sticker in the

customary way (R. 110, 259).

Only two other procedures were seriously suggested at

the trial, namely, the placing of a net below the riveters
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and the use of a pneumatic tube. The evidence clearly
shows that a pneumatic tube was not practicable. McCloud
testified that Chicago Bridge did use such a tube on the
tunnel linings at Fort Peck, but it was impractical, and its
use was discontinued. He also testified that such tubes
were used in certain phases of shipbuilding and in the steel
industry but not, as a general practice, in the type of con-
struction in which Chicago Bridge was engaged on the
surge tanks and that he had never seen a tube used in that
type of construction (R. 303, 339). The "steel industry"
of course, is not the same thing as the erection of a steel
tank as part of a construction project. McCIoud's ref-
erence to the steel industry is not inconsistent with his
statement that the pneumatic tube method is not used gen-
erally in the type of construction in which Chicago Brido'e
was engaged or with his statement that it was impracticable
for Chicago Bridge to use that method at Fort Peck.
The evidence also shows that a net was impracticable.

Nicholson, the Cxovernment representative, testified that
nets had been used on various types of construction work
that he thought a safety net could have been placed over
the area where McLaughlin's men were working and
that such a net would tend to increase safety, but he ad-
mitted that there would have been a certain amount of
hazard under any circumstances where two contractors
were working in such close proximity, and that as far as
he knew neither he nor anyone acting at his request had
ever asked Chicago Bridge to put a safety net in the aream question. He also admitted that a net at elevation 2128
which was approximately the level of McLaughlin's ceil-
ing form, would have interfered with McLaughlin, and that
a net even five feet higher might have interfered, although
he thought that might have been managed (R 99 loO 107
108, 110). McCIoud testified that a net would hive /nter
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fered with the operations of both McLaughlin and Chicago

Bridge (R. 340), and that on the day of the fire Chicago

Bridge was riveting from elevation 2140 down to approx-

imately elevation 2128, which was practically the same level

as the top of McLaughlin's forms (R. 331, 332). McCloud's

statement as to where his men were riveting on the day of

the fire is positive and was not contradicted. This testi-

mony alone established the impracticability of using a net

on that day. It is true that after the fire, and after further

conferences, Chicago Bridge provided a net and McLaughlin

spread it, and then there was no further trouble that

McCloud could recall. The record, however, does not show

where Chicago Bridge was riveting at the time the net

was spread, or what were the circumstances bearing on its

practicability at one time as compared with another, so that

no conclusion as to what might have been done on the day

of the fire can be drawn from the testimony about subse-

quent procedure (R. 341-343).

The appellee attempted to assimilate the case to that of

two landowners, each entitled to the exclusive possession

of his own property (R. 69, 70). The evidence, however,

fails to show that McLaughlin had a right to the exclusive

possession of any particular area. The record shows rather

a case of two contractors working in such circumstances

that mutual accommodation was necessary and every one

who had occasion to do so came and went as he pleased

(R. 91, 92, 105-107, 111, 112, 121, 122, 259-261). It was

admitted, for example, that there were openings into the

porch area which others than McLaughlin might lawfully

use (R. 88-90). It was also admitted that the Chicago

Bridge riveters would not have been trespassers had they

chased a rivet into McLaughlin's working area (R. 91)

—

indeed, it was said that such was their duty (R. 9, 43)

—

and it was even suggested that Chicago Bridge had no
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need of a scaffold at elevation 2128 because its men could
liave walked on McLaughlin's forms at that location
(R. 168). There was no claim, moreover, that the Chicago
Bridge scaffold did not rightfully overhang the area where
McLaughlin's men were working (E. 84, 85, 89, 97 98 123
169) even though that made the dropping of occasional
rivets inevitable (R. 110, 259).

In O'Neil et al. v. Christian et al, 60 Mont. 460 466-467
199 Pae. 706, 707-708 (1921), the Supreme Court' of Mon-
tana held that it was error to instruct a jury, in an action
for the destruction of hay stacks by a fire allegedly caused
by sparks from the engine of a threshing machine, that
"plamtiffs had a right to assume that defendants had ex-
ercised reasonable means and efforts to have the engine in
a reasonably safe condition, combining the greatest safety
with practical use." In commenting on this instruction,
the Court said:

''The measure of defendants' duty was to exercise

Ll"''''^^-r''
to provide an engine in a reasonably

safe condition and t^ exercise ordinary care to main-
tain It m hat condition. • » * But it was gross error

af .tJ -'^^ ^"^"^ '^'* ^" ^"^^"^ i^ a^reasonablv
safe condition means one which combines the greatestsafety with practical use. Only a machine mechanically
perfect coud meet this requirement. The giving 3this instruction was tantamount to directing a verdictfor the plaintiffs. It took from the jury alf quistions

tL-^JTrnJ^''^'^
'-' ^eterminationUlSr^r

Surely sparks from a threshing machine engine placed tothe windward of a haystack were just as dangerous to thehaystack as were hot rivets to McLaughlin's forms In
act, the sparks were more dangerous, for there was far

would bT ^fT^^'"^ ' '^^ '" ^ ^^^^^-"^ *- therenould be m wooden forms. The theory that Chicago Bridge
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had an absolute duty to prevent the fall of rivets by spread-

ing a net is substantially equivalent to the instruction that

an engine must be mechanically perfect which the Supreme

Court of Montana rejected in the O'Neil case. In fact, the

parallel between the two cases is remarkable, except that

in the present case liability would not necessarily follow,

even if Chicago Bridge did have a duty to spread a net, for

the evidence fails to show that a hot rivet caused the fire

to which this case relates.

Another reason why Chicago Bridge had no duty to

spread a net to protect McLaughlin's work is that Mc-

Laughlin assumed whatever fire hazard resulted from the

absence of such a net. Both McLaughlin and Chicago

Bridge had protested against being required to work simul-

taneously, and Chicago Bridge had asked permission to

defer its operations, but the District Engineer insisted that

the work must proceed (R. 109, 111, 112). Webb testified

that he ''was fully aware of the danger and aware of the

fact that an occasional rivet would be dropped on any job,

but * * * we had certain work to perform,'' and that

''there wasn't any way out of it" except for McLaughlin

and Chicago Bridge to work at the same time (R. 260). In

those circumstances Chicago Bridge was not an intruder

and neither contractor had any priority over the other. If

either of them was to blame, it was McLaughlin, for Mc-

Laughlin was supposed to finish before Chicago Bridge

began, but McLaughlin had fallen behind schedule (R. 92-

94). Part of the evidence to that effect (R. 94) was re-

ceived for the limited purpose of showing a basis for an

agreement between the parties as to their respective op-

erations but, of course, an assumption of risk involves an

expressed or implied agreement.

The rule that one who exposes himself to a known risk

assumes that risk has been recognized in Montana in situ-
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ations outside the relationship of master and servant. In
O'Neil, et al. v. Christian, et al., 60 Mont. 460, 466, 199
Pac. 706, 707 (1921), cited, supra, page 55, a farmer had
expressly assumed the risk of placing the engine of the
threshing machine to the windward of his haystacks, and
the Supreme Court of Montana held that he could not
recover damages attributable to the location of the engine.
In Lake v. Emigh, 118 Mont. 325, 331, 167 P. (2d) 575, 578
(1946), it was held that a tenant who used laundry facilities
provided by her landlord assumed the risk of the known
weakness of the ladder which was among those facilities
The decision of the Court on this point, was reaffirmed in
Lake V. Emigh, 121 Mont. 87, 91, W P. (2d) 550, 555
(1948), even though recovery was allowed by a divided
court on other grounds.

The government did not suggest that a net be spread
(R 107) and so far as appears McLaughlin did not request
It (R. 91, 92, 105-107, 109, 111, 112, 260, 312, 331, 340)
In fact, McLaughlin did not even protest in writing against
the dropping of rivets (R. 161). McLaughlin simply took
care of such hot rivets as happened to fall in its working
area while its men were there and relied on Chicago Bridge
to use reasonable care in that regard at other times (R
186 225 242-245, 250). The risk of tire was greater when
McLaughlin's men quit work on July 16 than it had been
at any earlier time because the form area which previously
had been open at the top was then roofed with oiled ply-wood and covered with tarpaulins (R. 134, 135 191) in
spite of that fact, Webb took no additional precautions
had no wat<3hman patrol the premises, and gave no special
warning to any Chicago Bridge employee (R. 185 186)He contmued to assume, as he had assumed before, that
the Chicago Bridge men would chase any hot rivets which
might fall (R. 186). The idea that Chicago Bridge was
obligated to spread a net over McLaughlin's work is obvi-
ously an afterthought.
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We submit that Chicago Bridge had no absolute duty

to prevent the escape of all rivets but only a duty to exer-

cise reasonable care with respect to each individual rivet

that was passed. The heater owed a duty to pass each

rivet to the catcher with care and the catcher owed a

duty to use due care to see that he caught it. If perchance

a rivet escaped in spite of such care, the duty to try to re-

cover it and extinguish any blaze it might start was one

that could be assigned by mutual arrangement, and we

submit that such an arrangement in fact existed. We do

not deny that the Chicago Bridge riveters had a duty to

use reasonable care to recover hot rivets which might fall

into McLaughlin's forms during the hours when Mc-

Laughlin's men were not working, nor that they had a

duty to use similar care to extinguish any blazes which

such rivets might start, but we do deny that Chicago

Bridge stood toward McLaughlin in the relation of an

insurer against the risk of fire from hot rivets. We say

also that is wholly irrelevant in this case what duty, if

any, the Chicago Bridge riveters may have had as to

recovery of rivets during the hours when McLaughlin's

men were working, for no damage is claimed as a result

of any breach of the duty that is alleged to have existed

during those hours.

We believe it cannot be successfully disputed that if the

Chicago Bridge riveters recovered all rivets which they

dropped during the hours when McLaughlin's men were

not working below them, and if they extinguished all

blazes which those rivets may have started, then they and

their employer would have fulfilled every legal duty which

rested upon them. Any other view would be simply an-

other way of saying that Chicago Bridge was an insurer

that no hot rivet would cause a fire and that, as we have

seen, is not the law.
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2. The Findings of Negligence and Breaches of Duty Are
Clearly Erroneous.

The District Court found that "many" hot rivets were
dropped and "many" fires were started thereby (R. 40)
and, again, that red hot rivets were "repeatedly" dropped
and appellee's "wood forms, timbers, scaffolding and lum-
ber" were "repeatedly" set on fire by such rivets (R. 43),
and that all this was or should have been known to the
appellants (E. 40, 43). Actually, the number of specific
cases which the record contains is small, particularly in
proportion to the total number of rivets that were driven
by Chicago Bridge, which was estimated at "close to
200,000" (R. 302). We do not care to belabor this point.
We merely observe that there is no evidence that anything
more than a pile of shavings or a small piece of lumber
was ever set on fire before the occurrence of the confla-
gration for which McLaughhn sued and then only at times
when McLaughlin's men were working. The finding that
McLaughlin's "wood forms, timbers, scaffolding and lum-
ber" had been "repeatedly" set on fire is, like the famous
report of Mark Twain's death, "greatly exaggerated."
It IS likewise wholly irrelevant because there is no finding
that any damage resulted from any such fires.

The District Court also found that the appellants could
have used but did not use a safe method of handling rivets
(R. 40, 43) and that the appellants handled red hot rivets
neghgently and thereby caused the fire of which the appel-
lee complains (R. 42-45). We have already pointed out
that the mere fact that a hot rivet was dropped does not
of Itself establish negligence or a breach of duty and that
these matters can be shown only with respect to the
handhng of some particular rivet or rivets on some specific
occasion. See the argument, supra, pages 55-58. There
IS, of course, no such evidence, for the very conclusion that
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the fire was caused by a hot rivet rests only on inferences

sought to be drawn from the finding of rivets ''F" and

**G" in certain positions. We have shown that there is

no basis for any inference that either rivet was dropped

while hot between 4 :30 and 8 :00 P. M. on the day of the

fire and that neither rivet could have caused the fire unless

it was so dropped. See the argument, supra, pages 37-40.

There is therefore no basis for speculation, and no occa-

sion to speculate, as to whether or not anyone was negli-

gent in dropping rivet ''F'^ or rivet ''Gr" or in dealing

with whatever situation might have existed if either rivet

had been dropped.

We submit that there is a complete failure of proof that

any employee of Chicagio Bridge negligently dropped

either rivet *'F'' or rivet '^G", or was negligent as re-

gards any blaze which either of those rivets may be sup-

posed to have started if it was dropped, and that without

such proof the findings of the District Court regarding

negligence and breach of duty have no foundation in the

evidence.

IV.

THE EVIDENCE REGARDINa BLAZES CAUSED BY RIVETS
DROPPED PRIOR TO THE OCCURRENCE OF THE FIRE WHICH
OCCASIONED THE APPELLEE'S DAMAGE CANNOT BE CON-

SIDERED AS PROOF OF THE CAUSE OF THE LATTER FIRE.

Over the objections of the appellants the District Court

received a considerable amount of evidence that at various

times Chicago Bridge riveters dropped hot rivets into the

area where McLaughlin's men were working and that some

of these rivets started blazes which were extinguished.

The substance of this evidence and the objections thereto

are set forth in more detail in connection with the specifi-

cation of errors, supra, pages 19-24, but the evidence

itself boils down to the brief statement we have just made.
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The District Court received and considered the chal-
lenged evidence solely to establish that the appellants
(actually only Chicago Bridge) used a dangerous, hazard-
ous and negligent method of handling rivets, whereas a
safe method was available, and that as a result of the
method used many fires of necessity occurred, all to the
knowledge of appellants (R. 36). Such evidence, therefore,
was neither received nor considered as proof that the fire
to which this lawsuit relates was caused by any rivet
dropped while hot by any employee of Chicago Bridge.

It is elementary that a party cannot prove his ad-
versary's negligence on a specific occasion by proving that
such adversary was negligent on some other occasion,
bee 20 American Jurisprudence 282, 283. For example in
Higley V. Gilmer, et al, 3 Mont. 90, 106-107 (1878) 'an
action for damages resulting from injuries sustained when
a stagecoach was overturned, the Supreme Court of the
Territory of Montana made the following statement:

"Although under the authorities it seems it was im-proper to allow evidence to be introduced of the turn-ing over of the coach of appellants by the driver atother times than the one when the injury occurred forthe purpose of showing negligence on the part of thidriver at the time the coach was turned over and respondent injured, yet I am of the opinion that tWsevidence was so carefully limited by the ins ructions

.Vir r^\'\^^ ^^' ^'"^y ^«"ld not have u ed it toestablish that fact. They were told definitely andckarly that this evidence could not be used to showthe neghgence of the driver at the time the respondentwas injured, but might be used to show the bad£acter of the road and the necessity for a good driver. -'

This decision was reversed by the Supreme Court of theUnited States, 110 U. S. 47, 28 Law. Ed. 62, 3 Sup. Ct 471under the name Gilmer and Another v. Higley but thp'appeal did not involve the point for which we'cUe the cale
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Eigley v. Gilmer, et al, incidentally, was the case which

established the Montana rule that contributory negligence

is an affirmative defense and, despite the reversal above

mentioned, it has been cited repeatedly in support of that

proposition.

The rule of evidence announced in Eigley v. Gilmer^ et

al, has been applied in a number of later cases. See, for

example, Pullen v. City of Butte, 45 Mont. 46, 54, 121 Pac.

878, 880 (1912), and Robinson v. F, W. Woolworth Co.,

80 Mont. 431, 448, 261 Pac. 253, 259 (1927).

In the present case, the hazard of fire from hot rivets

and knowledge of that hazard on the part of Chicago Bridge

were stipulated (R. 151, 153). It was not stipulated that

Fegles knew that rivets were dropping and starting fires

(R. 153), but if knowledge of the basic fire hazard was

material, such knowledge had been amply proved by the

evidence of Fegles' participation with Chicago Bridge

in protests against proceeding with the work on account of

the identical hazard (R. 92, 111, 112). In these circum-

stances there could be no reason for receiving pages of

testimony about the dropping of rivets on other occasions

or about the blazes which such rivets caused and what was

done about them.

The opinion of the District Court shows that the Court

did consider the testimony about happenings on other

occasions for purposes broader than the authorities per-

mit. Such evidence was considered for the purpose of es-

tablishing, not only that the method of handling rivets

which Chicago Bridge used was dangerous and hazardous,

hut also that it was negligent (R. 36)—a wholly irrelevant

consideration, under the authorities, unless related to the

specific fire in question—and also for the purpose of estab-

lishing that a safe method was available to the knowledge

of appellants (R. 36)—a fact, if it be a fact, which could

not possibly follow from proof that hot rivets were
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dropped and that they started fires which McLaughlin's
own men extinguished.

The evidence that rivets were dropped and blazes started
on other occasions does not tend to prove any matter in
issue in this lawsuit. It does not tend to prove that one hot
rivet or several hot rivets started the fire which damaged
the appellee. It does not tend to prove that any hot rivet
which may conceivably have started that particular fire
was dropped carelessly or that there was any carelessness
about recovering such a rivet or about extinguishing any
blaze It may have started. The irrelevance of such evidence
of course, is the real reason why it is admissible only for
the limited purpose above stated. It simplv has nothing
to do with the case and the record ought not to have been
extended and confused by its admission. That is particu-
larly true where, as in this case, the evidence related en-
tirely to occasions when McLaughlin's men were working
and could and did chase the rivets that were dropped. Even
the appellee's own witness Webb admitted that he had
never found a rivet which he knew had been dropped while
tile Chicago Bridge men were working alone (E. 187).

^^ifiV^Tf^l^
™^ ^^^^^^ ^OR ACTS OR OMISSIONS OF CHICAGO

We have noted in the Statement of the Case (supra,
page 3), and it will appear from a reading of the find
;ngs .(E. 40-45), that the District Court did not dis-
tinguish between the appellants in its formal findings butniade the same findings with respect to both appelllnts.
Ihat was an obvious error, for the appellee did not even
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claim that any employee of Fegles dropped a hot rivet or

was otherwise negligent (R. 68, 127, 152), and such evi-

dence as there is about those matters relates entirely to

Chicago Bridge.

The opinion of the District Court shows that the decision

of that Court as to Fegles was based on the theory that

Fegles was liable for the supposed negUgence of Chicago

Bridge because of the dangerous character of the work

of riveting the surge tanks and because, as the Court found,

available precautions were not taken (R. 36, 37). Since

there has thus far been no suggestion that Chicago Bridge

was not an independent contractor, or that Fegles did not

use reasonable care in selecting Chicago Bridge, but only

that Fegles is liable in spite of those facts, we deem it

unnecessary to take up the time of this Court with dis-

cussion of these matters.

That the riveting operations involved in this case were

hazardous is not disputed (R. 151, 153). They were not,

however, so hazardous that they could not be delegated

to a subcontractor selected with due care. In Neyman v.

Pincus, 82 Mont. 467, 484, 267 Pac. 805, 809 (1928), the

Supreme Court of Montana stated that if ''the thing con-

tracted to be done is not in itself a nuisance, nor will neces-

sarily result in a nuisance if precautionary measures are

used,'' then one who selects an independent contractor

carefully will not be liable if injury results, ''not from the

fact that the work is done, but from the wrongful and

negligent manner in which it is done by the contractor or

his servants.'' Again, in Shope v. City of Billings, 85 Mont.

302, 309, 278 Pac. 826, 827 (1929), the same court recog-

nized that a municipality is liable for the acts of a con-

tractor only "where the contract directly requires the

performance of a work intrinsically dangerous, however

skilfully performed."
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No non-delegable duty has been established here. The
most that can be shown to be inevitable was the dropping
of rivets (R. 109, 110, 151, 259). It was not shown that
damaging fires could not be prevented by due care, but
rather that they were prevented in the only instances
where hot rivets were actually proved to have fallen into
McLaughlin's working area (R. 225, 242-245, 250) Fur-
thermore, even if there were any liability on the part of
Chicago Bridge, that liability, to paraphrase the language
of the Supreme Court of Montana in l^eymcm v. Pinciis
supra, page 64, did not result from the fact that the work
required by the subcontract between Fegles and Chicago
Bridge was done, but rather from the manner in which it
was done. Riveting is a common method of construction
and It would be startling indeed if it were held that every
contractor who sublets a riveting job remains liable for
negligence, if any, on the part of his subcontractor

VI.

THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN ALLOWING INTEREST OWTHE DAMAGES AWARDED TO THE APPELLEE
1. The Applicable Statute Does Not Authorize the Allow-

ance of Interest Where the Amount of Damages Can Be
Ascertained Only by the Decision of a Court.

The propriety of the allowance of interest in this case
clepends on Section 17-205 of the Revised Codes of Mon-
tana, 1947, which reads as follows

:

;'In an action for the breach of an obligation notansmg from contract, and in every case of o^p ession

tr ofTheTur?/"^^^-^^^
™^^ '^ ^--' - tS^ discre-'

We concede that the District Court was entitled to exer-
cise the discretion which the statute in terms gives to ajury.
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Section 17-204 of the Revised Codes of Montana, 1947,

provides that ''every person who is entitled to recover

damages certain, or capable of being made certain by

calculation, and the right to recover which is vested in him

upon a particular day, is entitled also to recover interest

thereon from that day, except during such time as the

debtor is prevented by law, or by the act of the creditor,

from paying the debt." This section, when read in con-

junction with section 17-205, is obviously limited to obliga-

tions arising from express or implied contracts and is obvi-

ously inapplicable to tort claims.

In the case of Daly v. Swift & Co,, 90 Mont. 52, 67, 300

Pac. 265, 269 (1931), the Supreme Court of Montana laid

down the rule that interest is to be awarded only ''when

the amount which will discharge defendant's liability is

ascertained or is ascertainable so that payment or tender

could have been made at the time it should have been

made." In the Daly case, the Court refused to allow a

recovery of interest on an award of damages for wrongful

death because the damage was "not susceptible of definite

or accurate computation." The Court remarked that the

amount of the damages is ascertainable in "those cases

where damages are sought for injury to, or destruction

of, property." That statement was clearly intended only

as an illustration, not as a dogmatic statement that the

amount of damage to property is necessarily and always as-

certained or ascertainable with such certainty as to justify

the award of interest. No other interpretation of the

Court's language is consistent with the reasoning of the

Court or with the basic principle which the opinion an-

nounces.

In the present case the amount of damages was both

unascertained and unascertainable before the District

Court made its decision. The plaintiff claimed that its
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damage amounted to $19,580.47 (R. 13) but the District
Court awarded only $11,936.81 (R. 52). The latter sum
was evidently made up as follows (R. 274, 275; exhibit 27)

:

Labor for repairing and replacing fire dam-
^^^^ $ 5,383.11

10% of labor for insurance (social security,
unemployment compensation, public lia-

bility and property damage) 538.31
Material utilized 2 551*76
Equipment rental 1^432*89

^"b-^^tal
I 9,906.07

20.5% of above sub-total for overhead
charges of all kinds, supervision and other
^^P^nse 2,030.74

$11,936.81

Even McLaughlin did not know what work it would have
to do on account of the fire until it received instructions
from the District Engineer in a letter dated July 28, 1947
(exhibit 12; R. 104). Furthermore, McLaughlin did not
know the actual cost of making good the fire damage until
the work of doing so was completed on September 4, 1947
(R. 294) and until the necessary computations had been
made. These computations, as will be observed, not only
included direct outlays, such as labor and materials,
but also involved the use of certain percentages that werJ
based on McLaughlin's operating expenses on the Fort
Peck job as a whole, as distinguished from the work of
repairing the fire damage (R. 275, 276).

McLaughlin's total claim of $19,580.47 included $7,643.66
for damages allegedly resulting from delay which the
District Court disallowed (R. 276, 277; exhibit 27, sheet
18). McLaughlin's claim, therefore, was whollv unliqui-
dated. It required the decision of the District

"^

Court to
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fix the amount of the claim—a decision which in fact re-

duced it by nearly forty per cent. In those circumstances,

the amount which would discharge the appellants' lia-

bility, assuming for the moment that there was a liability,

was neither ascertained nor ascertainable at any time be-

fore the District Court made its decision, and neither pay-

ment nor tender thereof could have been made at the time

of the fire, which was the time when the liability arose, if

it arose at all. See Daly v. Sivift & Co., 90 Mont. 52, 67,

300 Pac. 265, 269, supra, page 66.

American Surety Co. of New York v. Cove Irrigation

District, 54 F. (2d) 197, 199 (1931), was an action on the

theory of quantum meruit for the reasonable value of serv-

ices. There was no controversy as to the fact that services

were rendered but there was a major issue as to the value

of the services. This Court refused to allow interest from

the date of the services, quoting the Daly case with ap-

proval, and adding:

^' Where the suit prosecuted is for a demand based

upon reasonable value of services, the question of

what such reasonable value is, is one which is only

arrived at by considering the evidence given at the

trial. The alleged debtor disputing the claim, or the

amount thereof, is entitled to show that the demand

is not for a reasonable amount. In such a case, we
would say that the plaintiff's demand was not, prior to

suit, as the statute states, 'certain, or capable of being

made certain by calculation.'
"

Eskestrand v. Wunder, et al, 94 Mont. 57, 67, 20 P. (2d)

622, 625 (1933), was an action to foreclose a mechanic's

lien in which the plaintiff claimed $2,111.14 but admitted

at the trial that he was entitled to only |1,444.49. The

Supreme Court of Montana held that in these circumstances

* interest should have been allowed only on the amount

found by the court to be justly due * * * and is allowable
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only from the date of the decision rendered." The opinion
points out that it was not shown that the defendant had
any means of knowing what was justly due the plaintiff,
which is certainly true as between McLaughlin and the
present appellants, and that "the correct rule is that
interest is not allowable until the exact amount due is
ascertained (or ascertainable by mathematical computa-
tion), so that payment or tender could have been made
at the proper time," whereas in the Eskestrand case "it
took the judgment of the court to decide."

Both the American Surety Co. case and the Eskestrmd
case, supra, page 68, involved section 17-204 of the Revised
Code of Montana, 1947, which applies to contractual liabil-
ities, as noted above, and section 17-204 specifically refers
to "damages certain, or capable of being made certain by
calculation." The Supreme Court of Montana has, how-
ever, read the same requirement into section 17-205 as will
be seen from the language above quoted from the Daly case
90 Mont. 52, 67, 300 Pac. 265, 269, supra, page 66. The
American Surety Co. case and the Eskestraml case, there-
tore, are as good precedents under section 17-205 as thev
are under section 17-204.

In GUmore v. Mulvihill, et al., 109 Mont. 601 614 98
P. (2d) 335, 337, 341 (1940), the plaintiff sued to recover
the sum of 1285 which he had paid under an executory
contract whereby he had agreed to buy ewes from the
defendant and also claimed damages for the breach ofsuch contract. The jury found all the issues for the plain-
iff and assessed his damages at $114, plus interest from
the date of the breach of contract, but the verdict made nomen ion of the plaintiff's payment. The Supreme Courtof Montana held that if the plaintiff was entitled to dam-
ages, he was also entitled to the return of his payment andincreased the judgment accordingly. The Supreme Court
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allowed interest on the payment from the date it was made

but allowed interest on the damages only from the date

of the entry of the judgment in the trial court.

Galhreath v. Armstrong, 121 Mont. 387, 393-394, 193 P.

(2d) 630, 633, 634 (1948), was a suit for conversion of

personal property for which a Montana statute gives the

injured party the option of recovering the value of the

property at the time of its conversion, with interest from

that time, or the highest market value of the property

between the conversion and the verdict, without interest,

provided the action has been prosecuted with reasonable

diligence. Revised Codes of Montana, 1935, section 8689;

Revised Codes of Montana, 1947, section 17-404. The

plaintiff had elected the first option, but the jury also

awarded special damages for the time and money spent in

pursuit of the property, and on those damages the Supreme

Court of Montana held that no interest was allowable

before the entry of a judgment. The special damages in

the Galhreath case were similar in character to the dam-

ages which the District Court has awarded in the present

case and the same rule as to interest should apply in both

cases.

2. The Allowance of Interest in This Case Was an Abuse

of the Discretion, if Any, Which the Applicable Statute

Allows.

Even if, as we deny, the District Court had discretion

to allow interest in a case where the amount of damages

was not ascertained before the trial, and where such

amount could be ascertained only by the decision of the

Court, still we contend that such an award in the circum-

stances of this case was an abuse of discretion.

To this day, no one knows the cause of the fire which

damaged McLaughlin's property, and if the findings of the
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District Court regarding causation can stand at all, as we
contend they cannot, still it must be conceded that the case
was at least a very doubtful one. Had there been no doubt
of the cause of the fire, but a serious doubt whether either
of the appellants was negligent, we believe it would still
have been improper to allow interest. In those circum-
stances, however, the appellants, or at least one of them,
would have been in the position of knowing that some act or
omission on its part had caused damage to the appellee.
Here there was uncertainty even on that score. At the
trial, the question of causation was in dispute, the question
of negligence was in dispute, and there was the question of
Fegles' liability for the conduct of Chicago Bridge, and
after all that was settled the amount of damages had still
to be determined. None of these questions could be deter-
mined until the District Court had heard all the evidence
and certainly it cannot be said that the appellants were
withholding from the appellee a sum of money which they
clearly and obviously owed to the appellee. Only where
that IS the case is it fair and just to allow interest on the
amount ultimately awarded.

Unless negligence on the part of Chicago Bridge caused
the fire, there could be no right to interest, because there
could be no right even to principal. The dispute was real
not groundless, and on that account it was an abuse of
discretion to award interest retroactively to the date of the
hre. In such a situation sound discretion would not allow
interest prior to the determination of the controversy, even
It the power to make such an allowance existed, as we
Delieve we have demonstrated it does not.
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3. The District Court Made No Finding of Fact Which

Supports the Allowance of Interest.

The District Court amended its conclusions of law to

cover the allowance of interest (R. 46, 50) but made no

change in the findings of fact which had been filed before

the appellee raised that question (R. 49, 50). As we have

seen, the right to interest does not necessarily follow from

findings of fact which, if supported by the evidence, would

establish liabiHty for the damages themselves. The Mon-

tana statute makes the allowance of interest in a case of

this kind discretionary (Revised Codes of Montana, 1947,

section 17-205, quoted, supra, page 66) and has been inter-

preted by the Supreme Court of that State to permit such

an allowance only when the amount of damages is ascer-

tained or ascertainable at the time payment or tender

thereof should have been made. See the authorities cited,

supra, pages 66-70.

Rule 52(a) of the Rules of Civil Procedure for the United

States District Courts (Fed. Rules Civ. Proc, rule 52(a),

28 U. S. C. A.), contains the following provision:

''In all actions tried upon the facts without a jury or

with an advisory jury, the court shall find the facts

specially and state separately its conclusions of law

thereon and direct the entry of the appropriate judg-

ment; * * *."

The Courts of Appeals have repeatedly held that this rule

requires a finding as to every matter of fact which is neces-

sary to support an essential conclusion of law. See, for

example, the decisions of this Court in Paramount Pest

Control Service v. Brewer, et al, 170 F. (2d) 553, 554

(1948), and Great Northern Ry, Co. v. Melton, 193 F. (2d)

729, 733-734 (1951).

In this case, there should have been a finding as to

whether or not the amount of damages was ascertained or
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ascertainable at the time the alleged liability arose. The
authorities we have cited, however, establish that a finding
in favor of the appellee on that question would have been
clearly erroneous. In those circumstances, the want of a
finding of fact need not prevent this Court from determin-
ing that the allowance of interest was unauthorized.

VII.

THE DISTRICT COURT ERRED IN FINDING GENERATTV twFAVOR OF THE APPELLEE AND IN ITS CoSuENT rowCLUSIONS OF LAW AND JUDGMENT.
^""SEQUENT CON-

This point requires no separate argument. We believe
we have demonstrated that specific findings of fact essential
to any hability on the part of either appellant are clearly
erroneous. If so, it necessarily follows that the general
finding m favor of the appellee (R. 46), the conclusion of
law as to habihty (R. 46), the direction that judgment be
entered for the appellee (R. 46, 47) and the judgment itself
(K. 51 52) are hkewise clearly erroneous and should be
set aside.

CONCLUSION.

The appellee's case rests entirely on the fact that two
rivets which may be assumed to have been heated in a for<^ewere found on the concrete floor below the Chicago Bridge
scaffolds, underneath an overburden of debris, on the
eleventh day after the occurrence of the fire which those
rivets allegedly caused. The presence of all the rivets thatwere found m the debris is fully explained by undisputed
testimony that as many rivets or more which must havebeen heated and rejected were stacked on one of the sameChicago Bridge scaffolds a few hours before the outbreak
f he fire. These rivets could not have started the fireunless they were dropped while hot between 4:30 and 8-00
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P. M. on the day when the fire occurred. It is incredible,

however, that they could have been dropped during that

time without being observed and retrieved, and it is equally

incredible that they could have started a blaze which

smoldered in inflammable oiled plywood between one hour

and three quarters and five hours and one quarter. Thus

the proven facts do not tend to establish the appellee's

theory to the moral certainty or conviction required by

Montana law, much less to exclude other permissible ex-

planations, and the record makes it utterly unreasonable to

suppose that the fire was started by a hot rivet. It follows

that the findings of fact made by the District Court are

clearly erroneous and for that reason, as well as for the

other errors assigned in this brief, the judgment of the

District Court should be reversed and the action brought by

the appellee should be dismissed.

Respectfully submitted,

Leif Erickson,

Walker B. Davis,

Richard A. Barton,

Attorneys for Appellants,


